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Fabulous Staufer Saga

Ceramic Beer Cups
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e luckily were able to score these gorgeous ceramic beer cups from our source in the Swabian City of
Schwäbisch-Gmünd. These were made for Staufer Saga historic celebration some years ago, on the founding
of that city in the 11th century. Rare as hen’s teeth and quite beautiful! These are brand new, and we sell
them in a set of four, so you can share libations with friends or family. (Place the empties in the fridge, during
the summer, and they’ll keep the beer nice and chill). They measure 6.75” x 3”

..

Set of 4

Issue 117
To Order Call:
800-225-9407 or Click:
www.DeutscheOptik.com
Satisfaction Guaranteed
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t has been a helluva year so far,
what with piracy on the high seas,
(referring to shipping costs on containers), and ever increasing prices
with UPS & FedEX and USPS, we have
tried to hold our prices reasonably.
New this winter we are Integrating a
few pages of our Flagship LILLIPUT
catalog within these pages. Since Toy
Fair in Nuremberg had been cancelled

because of Covid-19 for three years,
we regrettably don’t have enough to
fill a catalog. We luckily scored a
whole bunch more of gorgeous
pocket watches and a few rare ship’s
clocks for inclusion here. With these,
we have now exhausted our sources
for watches and clocks. So, don’t hesitate! The other good news is that the
Jerry Cans just got loaded on a

container and are moving, so we
should be able to ship before the holidays, unless the ship sinks. So have
fun, plenty of new items for you to
salivate over. We wish you all Happy
Holidays and a terrific New Year.
Thanks for your continued patronage.
cheerfully, Justus Bauschinger
jb@ludditesinc.com

DAVOSA WRIST WATCHES In the current world of mechanical wristwatches, we truly disdain the exorbitant
pricing that all of the “biggies” have! As I’ve said elsewhere, why pay the expensive AD-campaigns in glossy magazines
and television? We have been selling these fine Swiss timepieces for over 25 years to become one of the largest purveyors
of Davosa watches in the USA. In all those years, we have had only one watch that had to be sent back to the factory for a
repair! We stand by them. They are as fine as anything made in Switzerland.
As an old-time watch freak, when this stunning watch was announced, I pounced on getting the first one available!
It is stunning… Been wearing it daily and am thrilled every time I look at it, even when I don’t care what time it is.
Yup, it is that fabulous. The guilloché dial alone brings a smile to my face. You gotta get one, it’s that stunning!

DAVOS ARGONAUTIC
LUMIS BS AUTOMATIC
When first launched, the model attracted much interest at Baselworld, because
of the borosilicate glass tubes filled with
a mix of gaseous tritium that are positioned on the hands and hour markings! These ensure sustained luminosity
without any drop in intensity – even in
complete darkness! The indices provide
custom mounts for the gaseous tritium
light sources that are embedded in a
special shockproof gel. The inner dial
zone has a guilloché pattern of abstract
waves that reference how the watch is
designed to be used in water. The
seconds hand is easy to read in the dark
thanks to a luminous dot of BGW09
Super-LumiNova. The date window has
been rendered more subtle with black
figures set against a white background.
A high-tech ceramic bezel rises conically between the stainless steel
bezel and inner glass rim; the
luminous dot of SuperLumiNova in the center of the
top triangle provides additional orientation. The helium
valve at 10 o’clock is clearly
marked with the sign for
helium. Water resistant to 30
ATM. Sapphire crystal, 26 jewels
Swiss DAV3021 4 Hz automatic
movement, with screw-in back.
Unidirectional turning bezel. Screw
down crown. Stainless bracelet.
Measures 43mm Ø, 22mm lug, 7.33 oz

DAV52910

$1200

SAGE CLASSIC WOOL BLANKET

BAY POINT CLASSIC WOOL BLANKET

Indulge yourself with this handsome blanket. It features
a deep sage green color accented with a striped design.
Made with 80% wool, this blanket is top-of-the-line in
quality and durability.
The stitching is solid and
the weave is very fine.
Classic wool blankets
are great for use anywhere, anytime! measures a generous 84" x
60", weighs 3.8 lbs.

A gorgeous take on a classic style, the Bay Point blanket
features retro colors and a timeless design. Made with 80%
wool, this blanket is top-of-the-line in quality and durability. The stitching is
solid and the weave is
very fine. Classic wool
blankets are great for
use anywhere,
anytime! measures a
generous 84" x 60",
weighs 3.8 lbs

SW4795

SW4796

$49

SWISS ARMY REPRO WOOL BLANKET
There has never been a more famous and sought-after
blanket than the Swiss Army Blanket. Using the precise
original specs, these heavy blankets are made of 80% fine
wool with a white stitched cross, just as the original.
measures a generous 88" x 62", weighs 4.85 lbs

SW4571

$49

U.S. NAVY WOOL BLANKET
An absolute beautiful reproduction of the U.S. Navy wool
blanket. Using the precise original specs, these heavy blankets are made of 80% fine wool and are extremely soft to
the touch. measures a generous 84" x 60", weighs 3.85 lbs

SW4058

Luddites

$49

$59
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GLASS BEER STEIN
W.PEWTER LID
These are my personal favorites.
Heavy glass steins with pewter lids,
in various shapes, with various decorations. Some are etched, some are
cut glass, all are stunning. The
benefit of a glass stein is that you
can see the beer inside! (Or, that
you’re running out). All are .5L size.
As with all steins, these are randomly
selected, but you’ll be pleased.

HN01

$69

GAMBRINUS BEER MUGS Case of 6 of .5L Mugs
Wowee.., we scored 60 cases of these fabulous brewery beer mugs from
the actual brewery in Pilsen, Czech Republic. Six half-liter mugs per original case! Gambrinus is a beer brewed in the Czech Republic at the Pilsner
Urquell Brewery. It is one of the most popular beers in the Czech Republic.
The beer is named after Gambrinus, a legendary European king known for
his mythical brewing abilities. Each mug has the king himself, in relief,
holding a full one of his own. We sell ‘em by the case only, because when
you have friends over for a quaff you may as well share. Besides the carton
is an artifact too! Case measures 13” x 10” x 6” and 11 lbs.

SW4893

$149

LITHOGRAPHED, EMBOSSED
TINPLATE BREWERY SIGNS

STAINLESS
NESTING RED
WINE GLASS
STONEWARE BEER STEIN W. PEWTER LID

STONEWARE BEER STEIN

These .5L with pewter lids are a broad mixture of brewery
and otherwise decorated beer steins, one as attractive as
the next. All are the genuine article, and none are new.
Again, since they’re all different, no matching sets here,
we’ll select for you, because we cannot list or show all of
them. Don’t worry, you’ll be pleased to display them in
your bar. HN02 $69

Usually .5L, these are all without pewter lids. That way you
could get at the beer quicker! Have the brewery’s logo, or
some other image on the front. Available randomly,
because we cannot list or show all of them, obviously.

HN6341

$49

Color lithographed, and embossed tin Brewery
advertising signs. More available online.

Just what is needed for
festive expedition, or
just picnic, celebrations.
Just because you’re out
there, doesn’t mean
you should leave the
Cabernet at home! Beautiful and
thoughtfully designed with stainless vessel and
polycarbonate base. You can unscrew the base and snap
it into the rim, for efficient packing. Holds 15 fl. oz.,
3.5” x 4.75”, weighs 4.7 oz GS63310 $22

LENGRAND BIERES PILSNER URQUELL
BS25395

$46

BS26254

$46

DECANTER BRUSH
Oiled beech handle and wire extension so you
can bend it at just the right angle. Has a head of
light bristles mixed with wool. 18.5” x 2.5”

GERMAN BREWERY BEER COASTERS
Wowee..! I collected these as a kid, when in taverns with my uncle.
Had hundreds of different ones, and wished I still had ‘em! But
here we luckily scored a whole bunch and am selling them by the
dozen. Totally random, old, and in some cases with genuine beer
stains on them. A must when you are hosting the Saturday night
poker game. You’ll love em! about 4”Ø, come in 1 dozen pack.

HN5355

R541040

FRENCH ARMY “MOUSTACHE CUP”

$23

GERMAN BREWERY BEER JUGS Large and gorgeous,
these beer jugs from German breweries are made of glass, and have
lids secured with steel bales. We show you here a sampling of them.
We will ship them randomly, but rest assured, there are no disappointments. Each unique jug is truly a prize that won’t ever be found readily
again! They range in size from 11.5” to 15” tall, 4.5” to 6” Ø, and
weigh between 3.5 to 4 lbs each. They all have a two liter capacity.

HN75
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$99

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

$24.50

SWISS ARMY MEDICAL SET OF GLASS
TUBES We call it the “Rave Set” of cocktail glasses in a
stainless box! Contains 32 each 6.25” x .25”Ø test tubes on
a lift-out tray. The box and tray are all stainless steel. Buy
some stoppers and use it as a spice holder. Many uses.
6.75” x 4.25” x 7”, 2 lbs 16 oz SK172 $69

We scored these from The French Army Medical Corp, and
they’re brand-new, old stock. The funny thing is that they
were made in Sheboygan, Wisconsin by the Polar Ware
Company! Beautifully made of enameled steel. We’ve
always referred to ‘em as
“moustache cups,” and are
great for drinking lying
down, if you are to
lazy or infirm, to sit up
and drink. 5.25”x 2.75”

LTM389

$25

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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ITALIAN AIR FORCE ESPRESSO CUP &
SAUCER Made by the fine Italian maker Tognana, in
white porcelain with blue Air Force crests, for the officer’s
mess. We’ve had these before, and sold out in a hurry!
Luckily we found some more for you. These are truly
delightful, functional items. We
heard that a number of coffee
shops purchased these for use
on their premises. saucer is
4.25”Ø, cup 1.75” tall.

MR013

$15

ITALIAN AIR FORCE PARMESAN CHEESE
SERVER Boy, what would an Italian dinner table look
like without this Parmesan
cheese server? Perfect!
Only the Italians would
insist on this in their military!
These are beautifully polished, heavy stainless
steel, with glass insert,
and hinged top. Has a
slot for a spoon. 3.625”Ø
x 2.625”, 14.5 oz

SW4423

ITALIAN AIR FORCE
WARDROOM OIL &
VINEGAR SET
Clearly you cannot have an Italian
meal without the oil & vinegar,
salt & pepper set in the middle of
the table! Here’s a handsome
stainless steel carrier with two,
glass bottles with glass stoppers,
and two shakers. The Eagle logo
is on the front of the stainless
steel. Made by Formil. Brandnew and never issued.
9.5” x 4.75” x 4.75”

SW2717

$69

FRENCH ARMY FIELD STERILIZER
Brand-spanking-new sterilizer. Made of stainless steel. Has
everything. Fuel can, burner, inside tray with separate tray
handles, spare burner wick, and of course the case
and lid, which is also the vessel. Gorgeous!
Collapses to 7.5” x 3.25” x 2”, 24.6 oz

LTM009

$59

SOLINGER SCALPEL Made in Solingen
from one piece of stainless. Sharp as hell. Brand
new in the original paper wrapper, these were
all made surplus because the rules were
changed, and now you only have scalpels with
throw-away blades! These were better, as most physicians
agree, since they were absolutely positive. No wiggle
in the blade! about 6.5” long overall

JB97

$19

HEMOSTAT
U.S. military surplus, stainless steel hemostat. Very high quality. Great for doing fine
model work, or perhaps surgery. 5” x 2.5”

DC192

$7

$39

STAINLESS STEEL CHOW TRAY
Brand new, stainless steel chow tray, with six compartments. Great for camping, or for use in sorting nuts and
bolts, or smacking someone on the head. (Just kidding.)
Easily cleaned. 14” x 10.5” x 1”, weighs 12 oz

EM06816

FRENCH ARMY MED CORPS BANDAGE
CUTTER Massive, stainless steel bandage cutting tool,
with 2” cutting blades. The handles have a big spring and a
locking latch. These units will cut through about anything;
Band-Aids, fiberglass, plastic.., whatever you need. 8” long

LTM210

$19

$16

FRENCH ARMY MESS KIT

CZECH ARMY MEDICAL KIT Z VZOR 80

We lucked out big time scoring these
fabulous, brand-new, aluminum “Nécessaires
de Réfectoire” food containers. Made in
France for their army, never to be duplicated
again. They must’ve cost a fortune! Great for
large family outings and camping. Preppers
need these! Not that you need to use them
only for food. They are large enough and
have plenty of trays and inserts to make this
a great tool and parts container. Or, just as
a bucket, since it’s big enough! This terrific
unit consists of six parts: large, seamless
bucket w/stainless steel handle; large
insert with handles; insert w/o handle;
two small inserts, and of course the lid!
These pieces fit into the one tidy unit. Made in
1974, old but brand-new stock, that came to us in two per
sealed carton. The wall thickness of the bucket is almost
1/8”, the inserts slightly less. This is a durable, lifetime
investment. We have only 100 units, so you better hurry.
(Buy two and save some moola)! Dimensions: Bucket
(alone) 9” x 12” x 8.5” Handle Tray 8.75” x 11.5” x 4” Top
Tray 9.75” x 12” x 3” 2 Sml. Trays 9.75” x 6.25” x 1.5” Lid
w/ Handle 12.5” x 10.25” x 0.75”
FRA001 $139 • FRA002 (Set of 2) $249

The Czech military commissioned these med kits in the Cold
War era. They contain a variety of unused medical equipment such as gauze, field dressings, tape, tourniquets, plasters, and much more as you can see in the images. The
exact contents may vary but each is packed to the brim with
goodies. The bag itself is constructed of sturdy plastic and
clad in canvas. It features a pair of buckle closures and a
shoulder strap. It opens completely for quick access to
everything inside. Comes in terrific "new, old stock"
condition, and might show signs of age from storage.
Dimensions are 11" x 12" x 6" SW55305 $99
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To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

STAINLESS STEEL SURGICAL SET
Brand new surgical kit (not sterile) contains all stainless
steel instruments, ideal for handling minor medical emergencies. All contained in a handy, sturdy canvas case. The
contents include: two straight hemostats, one curved
hemostat, one pair of tweezers, one scissor, EMT shears,
ten safety pins, #3 scalpel handle, two scalpel blades, one
skin holder, one suture set, one needle probe, two alcohol
wipes, two BZK wipes, & one pen light. Perfect addition to
your camping, hunting and survival equipment set. Has a
snap belt loop on the back of case. FA80122 $79

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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MORAKNIV This is the fabulous,
waterproof, Swedish survival knife.
It’s got all of what you need for your
wilderness treks. Swedish stainless
steel 2.5 mm blade, 4” long, with the
spine ground to 90º to use with fire
starter. Contained in the grip, is also a
hank of paracord for use as a lanyard.
Comes with scabbard, of course.
9.25” long IR571 $49

3.82”

3.94”

6.69”

5.94”

3.82”

16.14”

FOLDING SHOVEL W/PICK

STAINLESS FOLDING SHOVEL

POCKET SURVIVAL WIRE SAW

Great for virtually all uses, this very sturdy, stainless steel
shovel’s handle folds down. Not a toy, but very useful
making camp, or digging around the flower beds. Comes
with a nylon pouch with belt-loop. open: 9” x 2.36”,
folded: 5.5” x 2.36”, weighs 5.11 oz

What do we need to say... Stainless steel
with nice large 1.25”
finger-rings, 21” saw
wire and a total length
of 27.5”. Only 16gm

AC2585

AC2595

$24

The most useful and compact folding
shovel we’ve ever found. The shovel
blade has a saw edge on one side,
fold-out pick, and collapsible two-part
handle, which are removeable. Comes
in its own case w/belt-loop. Fabulous
tool that everyone should keep in the
trunk of their car! 10.75” x 3.75”
open; 4.5” x 3.75” collapsed, 11.5 oz

AC2588

$29

$12

CAR SNOW BRUSH
Damned useful tool if you live where it snows!
Long enough so you don’t wind up looking
like a snowman. Waxed beech handle with
coco fiber. 25.5” long R185565 $29

MORAKNIV FILLETING KNIFE
This is a terrific, Swedish made, stainless filleting knife, with
a high-friction polymer handle. Comes with an easy to
clean polymer sheath and two interchangeable belt clips.
The blade is 6”, overall 10.5” IR11892 $57

SWISS ARMY PETROMAX
DELUXE HURRICANE LANTERN
SETS German-made oil lanterns by Erlich &

STORMPROOF STRIKABLE FIRE STARTER

TASK-FORCE 2215 WATERPROOF PACK

A tin box full of nine fabulous, large, 5.5” long strikable fire
starters, that burn up to 15 minutes each! (No matches
needed). Kit comes with several strikers. Stormproof reliability and lights even when wet. Made of “Bagasse,” a
renewable biofuel made of sugarcane by-product and vegetable wax. This is truly essential for the rugged outdoors
or emergency situations! Box: 6.25” x 2.75” x 2”, 12 oz

Very streamlined, smallish backpack designed for use in
wet weather. Great for keeping your camera, binoculars,
or sporting optics and a change of clothing dry when you
venture out in the rain. Made of PC 85%, poly 15%, with
padded shoulder straps and measures 17” x 10.25” x 6.33”

Graetz, of Berlin, which make these, the first
and still the best, pressurized kerosene lanterns
since 1910. These lanterns put out 100 watts
for 4 hours on one load of fuel. Nothing comes
even close! This, the military version, 4” taller
than the civilian “Geniol” brand, is made of
solid matte plated brass with a specially treated
glass globe. The set comes complete. Comes in
a wooden case, accessories, instructions etc.
15” tall and 4.5 lbs. Total weight: 66 lbs.

LTM408 $105

SW386N $659

IRBEH

$21
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To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

Plus additional surface freight

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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BRITISH MILITARY SURVIVAL KIT
Brilliant and compact British military survival kit. Damned, this has
about anything you might need or want in a dire situation. Even
includes a couple of condoms.., just in case. (Actually, they’re meant
to be used as water carriers). The kit contains instructions, candle,
cotton wool ball, water purifying tablets, pencil, knife, sewing kit,
reflecting mirror, whistle, vinyl tape, adhesive
dressing, safety pins, handle, flint & striker
w/compass, wire saw, matches, single edge
blade, fishing kit, nylon cord, cable ties, microtorch and silicone tubing, All contained in a
small tin box. Fabulous kit! 4.5” x 3.25” x 1.25”

LTM409

SWISS ARMY ICE AXE
These are actual Swiss Army surplus.
The definitive ice axe in its day, Yvon
Chouinard changed all that in the late
1970’s. These have tough ash shaft
with hardened steel spike and head.
Still favored and used by many Alpine
guides. 33” x 11” x 3”, ~ 2.5 lbs

SK045

$89

EDISON LIGHT STICK

CLASSIC WOOD SPLITTING KNIFE

BETA LED HEADLAMP

Made in Sweden, this delightfully classic and handy tool is
just what you need to get your kindling cut. Or, for whatever wood splitting you need to accomplish for other
purposes! Traditional and classic design, with two birch,
barrel-shaped handles, for pulling the 4.5” strong, edge
holding, stainless steel blade. 13.75” long

The cat’s meow in headlamps, this
unit is ultralight, with a fully
stitched, adjustable neoprene
strap. Comfortable! The lamp has
an optical lens with independent
articulation, to direct the light. A
simple button operation for brightness: low, medium, high.
Uses 3 AAA batteries (included, and operates 4 hrs. on
high/70 hrs. on low.) 2.25” x 1.5” x 1.5”

IR13607

$89

IRBETA

$39

STAINLESS FLATPACK MINI PORTABLE
GRILL This unit is just great! Now you can have really

This vintage-inspired, 100% brass and
copper light stick is an outdoor lantern
and emergency flashlight in one. It is the
most multi-purpose and compact light in
our collection. Dual lighting options make
it ideal for camp or a luxury backpacking
item: light up your tent with the lantern
and head down the trail with the flashlight. Clip it on your travel bag with the
added strap, or store it in your emergency kit for use when you need it.
Offers seven different lighting modes to
create the perfect illumination or ambiance. There are
three ways to power it: USB-C to a wall source, USB-C
to a portable charging source, and via the specific LI-ON
battery that recharges internally. Additional included
USB-C port allows external charge, such as a phone.
1.75” x 1.75” x 4.5”, 6.4 oz BBLIV135 $89

THE LIGHT BULB
This lightweight tent and
canopy Light Bulb is perfect
for outdoor activities. Just
because you are in your
tent doesn't mean it's
lights out! Now you can
read a book or game it up
at night. This rugged yet
lightweight tent lamp has
an attached carabiner to
clip to the canopy of
your tent and four different LED light settings,
including: High (40
Lumens), Medium, Low &
Strobe. Of course it’s water
resistant, use it in the rain. Uses 3 AAA
batteries, included. weighs 3.5 oz

AC1028

$32

ESBIT ALCOHOL TREKKING COOKSET

delicious meals on your back country treks. Collapsible,
stainless steel grill will serve 2-3 people. Set up is simple
and fast. Has a stable base for safe operation. The closed
sides serve as a windbreak to contain
sparks in windy situations. Folds
and packs flat, and fits into the
enclosed storage bag, keeping
the rest of your kit clean and
tidy. Measures flat: 9.5” x 8”
x 1.5”, grilling surface:
9” x 6.75” 32 oz

Fabulous and lightweight, hard-anodized
aluminum cook set. Has a brass alcohol
burner, and also a solid-fuel-tablet
burner. That way you can back yourself up with dry fuel! Has two pots,
33 oz & 15 oz. The small pot may be
used as a snug fitting lid. Pots have
hinged stainless grips. The large pot
has volume indications
embossed in the side. Comes
complete with mesh sack with
drawstring. 5”Ø x 6”, weighs 15.9 oz

IRMFPG

IRCS985

$69

$169

$89

ORIGINAL CANDLE LANTERN What can we
say…This is the old-time classic candle lantern. Hang it in
your camp or wherever, so you can see in the dark. It’ll also
fight dampness in your tent. Scratch and chip resistant
powder-coated aluminum construction. Uses a 9 hour candle
with a spring loaded base for a steady burn. Comes with a
candle. 6.5” open, 4.25” closed, weighs w/candle 6 .4 oz

IRLCSTD

$49

REPLACEMENT
9 HOUR CANDLE
3-PACK These burn
for about 9 hours each.
Have high-melt temperature to minimize dripping,
and special wick providing ideal flame. 4.5” long

IR3PK

8

$9

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

ESBIT ALCOHOL BURNER This fine little brass
alcohol burner, should be one of you basic building blocks,
in the outdoor/survival game. This burner holds 2.5 oz of
readily available de-natured alcohol, which is good for
30 minutes of full-blast cooking. This tidy little unit has a
screw top lid with rubber seal, flame regulator, with a
stainless steel, fold-away handle on the flame regulator.
measures 2.75”Ø x 1.75”, weighs 3.9 oz empty

IRAB300

ESBIT ULTRALIGHT FOLDING STOVE WITH
FUEL TABLETS Made, by Esbit, these are the same
burners issued to Wehrmacht troops in WWII. Great item
for hiking, camping, or for emergency purposes. Made to
accept the Esbit Solid Fuel Tablets. Each stove comes with
six (6x) 14 gram fuel tabs. Folds down to 4” x 3” x .75”

CLM510801 $29

$39

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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GERMAN FOLDING SHOVEL
WITH PICK Terrific reproductions of

1. Life Hammer & 550
nylon 7 strand paracord

fabulous German folding shovel with pick.
Has a robust wooden handle, heavy steel
blade and pick. No pick-up truck should
be without one! 17.5” x 6” x 3” folded;
25” x 6” x 2” open, 3 lbs

ST3100

2 & 3. Whistle & fire
starter magnesium rod

$49

ESBIT SOLID FUEL TABLETS

Damned.., these blew my mind: they
just don’t go out! They’re wind and
waterproof, for sure. It was demonstrated that you light ‘em, bury in
sand, bring back out and they relight; pee on ‘em, same thing.
Wind, not a chance! These are
fabulous, just don’t give them to
the kids, and don’t use them inside. Burn
for 12 seconds. Plastic vial contains 15 matches and two
replacement strikers. measures 1.125”Ø x 2.5”, 0.4 oz

The safest fuel source for cooking and
emergency heating. NATO standard issue.
Ultra-light weight. Smokeless, residue
free, works at high altitudes and subzero temps. Comes in waterproof packaging, with 12 tabs that are 14 grams.
4” x 3.25” x 1.5” box

IR1214

4. 70mm ice axe

US ARMY PISTON OILER
Beautiful, brand-assed new Army
surplus oiler, in original box. Tank
is 4.25”Ø, the unit is 6.5” tall.
12.5”, 12.3 oz

SWISS ARMY EMERGENCY STOVE

ST1491 $11

$75

$16

$5

Compact and efficient! Throw a couple in your car or pack,
just in case… Might just be what you need when the
power or gas runs out. Swiss
quality that you can rely on.
3” Ø, weighs just 7 oz

The perfect multi-purpose 8-in-1 survival shovel kit, to keep in your
car. So compact you can store it under your seat, the entire unit
measures only 10” x 6” x 3” in the box! Has a collapsible 19” shovel
handle, for an extended length of 25”, with a carbon steel shovel
head. In addition there’s a life-hammer with paracord, a whistle and
fire starter magnesium rod, a 2.75” ice axe, and a 4.75” knife with
bottler opener! Fabulous and useful piece of high-tech equipment.

FX3717

UCO SURVIVAL MATCHES

IRMTSV

MULTI-PURPOSE 8-IN-1 SURVIVAL SHOVEL KIT

ASW017

$20

5 & 6. 120mm
multi-purpose knife
w/ bottle opener

CHECKPOINT CHARLIE SIGN Here’s a piece of
history! Checkpoint Charlie was the setting for many
thrillers and spy novels, from James Bond in Octopussy, to
The Spy Who Came In From The Cold. Located on the
corner of Friedrichstraße and Zimmerstraße, it is a reminder
of the former border crossing, the Cold War and the partition of Berlin. Gorgeous, enamel on steel Checkpoint
Charlie sign, in raised relief. An outstanding replica of the
original, a fabulous piece to decorate your man cave
with. measures 18.5” x 4” HN76 $37

7. Aluminum
shovel handle

FOLDING SURVIVAL KNIFE
Another great item to keep in the car,
just in case you get stranded. Spring
assisted, black folder made of stainless
steel, with an overall open length of
8.5”. Has a liner lock, seat belt cutter,
window breaker and belt clip. Good
and cheap, you should keep one in
the glove box of each of your vehicles.
Handle 5”, blade 3.5”.

FX15301

$26

GI SPEC TRI-FOLD SHOVEL
8. Adjustable highcarbon steel
shovel head
30°: hook
90°: hoe
135°: plane
180°: shovel

World’s Best Micro Oilers from the Swiss Army
SWISS ARMY REEL OILER
Hand-soldered nickel-plated brass construction. Has a screw-in pin-point nozzle with a
thick seal at the base, to avoid leaking.
Then, there’s a cap, with a needle in the
middle, that fits down into the nozzle,
keeping it clear and clean. This cap screws
down deep into the shoulder of the nozzle
to avoid secondary leakage. Stunning
amount of attention paid to a seemingly unimportant tool. 3.75” x 1.25”
x .6875”, 1.2 oz JB089S $25
These are better than anything
that’s mass produced on the
market today. We have limited
stock of these exceptional microoilers. There are no better! Hurry!

10

Brand new, designed to U.S. GI E-tool specs,
and made of heavy duty forged steel. As
compact as you can get, you should throw
one in the trunk of your car, just in case. It
only makes sense! This unit measures 7” x 10”
folded, 23” x 6” open, 2.4 lbs

FX37111

$39

BALLISTOL MULTI PURPOSE OIL
This fabulous oil, made in Germany since 1904, is your every
day go–to product, for just about every use or need you might
have. Used by the German armies in two wars, used to clean,
preserve, and protect everything from firearms to wood,
leather, electrical equipment, fishing reels, gardening tools,
and etc.! This oil may even be used to remove hard-baked soot
from the glass doors of your fireplace, or woodstove. This stuff
is completely environmentally, and dermatologically safe! .

Ballistol 16 oz. Non-Aerosol Can
BA120076 $29

SWISS ARMY SMALL
BRASS PINTLI (Right) The tank
is a flat-round shape for thumb
and index finger, with a long
curved neck, that unscrews at
the tank for filling, and has a
nozzle screw-cap, so it doesn’t
leak. 5.25” x 2" x .5”, 1 oz empty

SK016S $43

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

Ballistol 6 oz. Spray Can
BA120069 $12
Ballistol 1.5 oz. Spray Can
BA120014 $6
Ballistol 4.0 fl.oz. Liquid
BA120045 $12
Ballistol Box of Wipes (10 ea./box)
BA120106 $6

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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PETROMAX FUNNEL German made, Swiss Army

HEMINGWAY #2 GLASS INSULATOR
The Signal Corps obviously strung wire, so it isn’t weird to
us that we’d chance on a bunch of these beautiful glass
insulators! These all date back to 1944. They were boxed in
what look like heavy egg-crated cases. Here you
can have absolutely “cherry” ones for reasonable
money. 4” tall x 2.875” Ø, 15.9 oz

ASW008

$11

PETROMAX FILLER
Great little polyethylene
unit. Use with your Petromax lantern, or
do as we do, and use them as oil dispensers. Has a 5mm Ø spout, 1.75” long.
1.5”Ø x 4.5” overall height.

JB116

$4

issue funnels. These are special... Just look at the shape!
Just often enough you need to fill something, that's up
against the wall, or in tight quarters. Purrfect! With
its flat side and narrow profile, this'll fit damned
near anywhere. Heavy plastic, will take most
fuels and solvents,
with a fine-grid
metal screen and
breathing vent.
4” x 4.5” x 2.25”

JB022

Made in the USA

$8

CLEAN-BURN
PARAFFIN EMERGENCY
CANDLES Made of unscented paraffin, using lead-free,
smokeless, cotton wicks. Keep ‘em
outta a draft, and you’ll get
10 hours of burn time, per
candle, depending on your altitude. Box contains 6 candles,
1.25” Ø x 4.25”, box is 15.2 oz

E-Z LOCK PLIERS These professional locking pliers

YO YO REEL MECHANICAL FISHER

automatically size themselves according to the thickness of
the material being held. (Unlike vise-grips!) Tensioning
screw adjustment. Max opening capacity 7/8". Made in
USA. 6.5” x 2”, 8.2 oz HJE015 $19

You get two of these clever devices. It’s a mechanical fisherman. You bait it, drop the line in the water, concentrate on
your Coors or nap, and it’ll do the rest. The coiled spring
mechanism powers the flat blade trigger, when released by
the fish’s meddling will set the hook! They really work
great! Aluminum with steel. Complete with instructions.
3” x 2.5” x .5”, 1.8 oz GC01 $18

RAWHIDE MALLET Beautiful, American made, by
Garland of Sacco, Maine. #4 Size. 11.5” long with a 2” Ø
head. Great for use with grommet-setting and other metal
dies. Not just for leather working! HJE001 $59

DO76 $14

CARBIDE MINER’S LAMP

Beautiful solid brass
carbide lamp with a polished, chromed reflector that has a
flint striker on it. Safe, simple and proven, produces brilliant
white light, perfect for caving or camping or
mining. Has a brightness control
valve, and a big clip for mounting on helmet, belt or strap.
Burns 2-3 hours on one
load of calcium carbide.
4” x 2.25”Ø w. 4.25”Ø
reflector, weighs about
9 oz. We sell this unit
with a 16oz can of calcium
carbide, which will last you a
long time, because it isn’t available at every hardware store.

HQ66

COPPER SCOURING CLOTH Set of 3

sparkle again. Or, use it on those cool mag rims on your
Bimmer. Has untreated beech handle and stiff horse-hair
bristles at both ends. 1.66”Ø x 15”

You should keep a couple of these fabulous copper cloths
in your vehicle! The best thing we’ve ever found to scrub all
those stubborn, dead bugs off your windshield, with ease.
It won’t scratch the glass. Also great on chrome, stainless
steel, and other surfaces that you need to clean without
scratching. Obviously great at the campsite, to clean pots
and pans and ceramics. (Don’t use on Teflon or other “nonstick” surfaces). Lightweight, these measure 10” x 9” ea.
JB1053 (Set of 3) $27.50

R500652

$29.50

$159

IMCO SUPER TRIPLEX GASOLINE
LIGHTER The original 1936 “foxhole

100TH ANNIVERSARY
IMCO LIGHTER SET

lighter” from Austria. All chrome nickel
gasoline lighter with a flip-it-open to
light, snap-it-shut to snuff it out. Has an
adjustable wind ring around the air
slots. Pull out the fuel container with
burning wick to light your pipe or campfires or storm lanterns. For flint loading,
push the button on the bottom and the
side opens. Very “retro,” a design that
has yet to be beaten! 2.5”, 1.2 oz

Limited Edition
We were lucky to score a few of
these 100th Anniversary sets.
Comes in an embossed tin box,
with a keychain with flints and
a specially red-colored Imco
lighter. 100 years?! Time sure
flies! Box measures
4.5” x 3” x 1.5”

IM102

$59

IM0022 $34

IMCO FLINT KEYCHAIN
Five flints for your Super
Triplex in an old graphic
keychain. A must.

IM305
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SPOKE BRUSH Clean up and make that bicycle

$5

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

SWISS ARMY LEATHER
MULE PANNIERS
Made of that gorgeous Swiss
leather, thick enough to boil into
a delicious stew, if starving…
Heavy! Each pannier
measures 16” x 12” x 2”
wide, with big buckle
down flaps. The two are
connected with an adjustable
leather strap, (which you
could easily remove), and a
couple of short chains with
‘biners for steadying the load.
Great for many uses. We use
ours as tool bags in our p/u
truck, so the greasy tools don’t
rattle around. We don’t have a bunch,
so you’d better hurry. SK220 $349

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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KARESUANDO Cutlery, Sweden Karesuando is where the eponymous knife-maker set-up shop, making what we
consider to being the finest knives made anywhere in this world. And although they work in carbon, stainless, Damascus,
and powder steel, their recommendation is the Sandvik 12c27 stainless steel, with a hardness of HRC57. Along with reindeer
antlers, leather, and the wood from arctic Birches, these are the basic materials. The birch is from tough, mature, windblown, trees that rarely exceed six feet in height. All of their cutlery is warranted for ten years. So, why not have the finest?

KARESUANDO FOREST AXE
A very sturdy, small and compact, forest
axe, for use in all serious bushwork.
Made in northern Sweden with high
carbon, black-coated, stainless steel
(5CR15MoV), with a hardness of HRC57.
The northern beech handle is handcarved to reduce the risk of slipping from
your hand. For extra protection, reindeer
leather rope wraps around it. Has an
elkhorn butt. Has a brown leather holster
belt loop. Comes with a diamond sharpener in a leather sheath. Perfect tool for
all your outdoor needs. 9.5” x 4.5” x
.75”, 14.6 oz

Terrific repro of the
famed US Army wire cutter
of 1942. Made of CRV steel
(HRC 56-59) with carbon steel
handles with PVC covers. This
sucker will get you through the
concertina. 9” long, weighs 15.2 oz

ST4400

KAR4347 $349

$45

JAPANESE NATA TOOL This classic Japanese
design was taken to the maximum length for improved
utility. Has a machete-like tapered, stainless steel, tumbled
black, blade and full stainless tang. Good for all your
country needs, such as splitting wood, bushwhacking
and pruning. 19.83” long HMS21087 $79

UNNA ÁKSU, HUNTER’S AXE
So damned sharp and well balanced,
you could shave with this lil’ darling. At
9” long and weighing 11.2 oz, the
beautiful curly-birch handle with moose
bone and reindeer antler, fits your hand
perfectly. The stainless steel head shape
is the perfect hunter’s tool, for cutting
meat, skinning, preparing kindling for
the campfire. Comes with a leather belt
holster, and a diamond sharpener. No
matter how many fine edged weapons
you own, you owe yourself this stunning
axe! Box size 10.5” x 5” x 1.875”

KAR3638

U.S. M1938
WIRE CUTTER

PULASKI AXE The Pulaski Tool has been the special
hand tool used in wild-land firefighting since its invention
in 1911 by Ed Pulaski. The tool combines an axe and an
adze in one head, similar to that of the cutter mattock.
Made for cutting, grubbing, chopping, splitting, and with
the steel pommel at the base you can hammer! It is also
well adapted for trail construction, gardening, and other
outdoor work. As a gardening or excavation tool, it is
effective for digging holes in root-bound or hard soil. This
Pulaski is made from hand-sharpened 1055 carbon steel,
with a durable beech wood handle, that has a full, steel,
tang rod. With a hex nut in the head makes re-handling
and tightening easy. Comes with a canvas blade guard.
23.5” L , weighs 5 lbs HMS2101 $139

$389

FILÉ OUTDOORS, FILET KNIFE Not only do

ELDSTÅL, FIRE STEEL Beautiful and useful tool

these knives do the job of fileting your catch, they’re beautiful to behold, with a gorgeous curly-birch handle,
trimmed with reindeer antler. Knife is 10.875” long, the
stiff, stainless blade 6.25”, 2.4 oz KAR3522 $268

that you’ll really appreciate when your matches are soggy!
A chunk of 3/8”Ø steel mounted in a decorated reindeer
antler handle, with a leather loop. 4” long, 1.6 oz

KAR3588 $69

MANTIS GEAR HEAD
Very interesting every day carry knife, designed by Hawk
Designs, that is totally off the wall interesting! The first
knife with external gearing, without springs, to allow for
one-handed use. Has a 440 C stainless steel blade, 6061
aluminum front and back scale. Has a drop point tip. The
liner lock is stainless steel. Has a belt clip on the backside.
A totally new and fascinating knife. measures 7” fully open,
weighs 4.2 oz MR174 $199
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To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

BRAND-NEW!
SWISS ARMY PICKMATTOX
Great quality tool with solid hardwood handle that
just is under 3 lbs that you can carry anywhere. Great for all
of your digging and all trenching needs. 19.5" long and the
head is 11.5" wide SW4089 $49

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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37-LAYER DAMASCUS BONE LOCK BACK

BÖKER PLUS “TECH TOOL CITY 4”

A beautiful, lock-back Damascus pocket-knife featuring a
finely drawn 37-layer Damascus blade and Damascus
bolsters. The scales are made of polished bone, in
gorgeous contrast to the darker Damascus steel.
7” long, 3.1” blade, 3.6 oz

Hell, I’d rather call it the ultimate Camp-King!
This sucker has everything you’ll ever need
to dismantle the world you live in. Black
G-10 handles, solid steel liners, with
the following tools: 2.75” blade, glass
breaker, screwdriver w/bottle opener,
wire stripper, serrated blade w/screwdriver tip, corkscrew, folding lanyard
hole, scissors, punch awl, pliers, wood
saw and of course a pocket clip.
3.75” x 1” closed, 6.3 oz

BO180D

$110

BOB09DD6

$95

Pre-Order for Delivery January 2023

BÖKER MAGNUM CLASSIC HUNTER

BÖKER BON APPETITE The complete and compact

Great, heavy do-all knife. Pakkawood grips on brushed
stainless bolsters, with three, individually locking, 440
stainless blades, 3.5” Bowie, 3.25” gut hook and a
3.5” saw. Closed 4.625”, 9.9 oz

set of eating utensils! Made of 440 stainless steel. Has a
unique locking mechanism that allows you to use each
implement individually. Black wood handle, brass liners
and bolsters. Blade 3.31”, overall 7.36”, weighs 2 oz

BO1MB136

BO1LL209

$55

$36

BÖKER URBAN TRAPPER G-10

BÖKER MATSUNO LRF COCOBOLO

The original model of the Urban Trapper from Brad Zinker
has quickly developed into one of the most popular gentleman's knives from Böker Plus. The extremely low-profile
and slender design is cool, but what’s really unique about
this pocket knife is its combination of refined materials
such as VG-10, titanium and an IKBS hinge. This newer
version offers additional scales on the titanium handle,
which provides a slightly fuller grip feel while still maintaining its slender look. Total Length: 7.7” weighs 1.8oz.

Japanese knifemaker Kansei Matsuno made this new
design of the Japanese inspired gentleman's knife. The
blade of the LRF is opened with a front flipper and moves
smoothly on ball bearings. The slender build is based on
stainless liners encasing the liner lock. Thanks to the large
lanyard hole and clip, the lightweight knife is easy to carry.
The VG-10 blade has a vertical satin finish that matches
the Cocobolo handle scales perfectly. 7.1 “ overall,
3.1” blade, weighs 1.9 oz BO80 $105

BO01BO732

$129

BÖKER SPECIALIST II These pliers offer a reinforced wire cutter and is a true all-rounder. They have the
flat gripping surface of long-nosed pliers and a so-called
burner hole for gripping external hex screws, cap nuts and
pipes. The four main tools are secured with a liner lock,
which makes them suitable even for heavy-duty tasks. They
include a partially serrated blade, a wood saw, a file with a
ruler and a multi-tool featuring a can opener, bottle
opener, wire ender/stripper and an Allen key. The added
belt cutter can be opened with a nail nick. The flat handle
scales have decorative cut-outs and consist of stainless
steel. Two double-sided bits, a matching chuck and a practical glass breaker complete the equipment. Comes with a
high-quality nylon belt holster. 6.75”, weighs 11.2 oz

BO810
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$95

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

BÖKER V-42 DEVIL’S BRIGADE
Originated in 1942, under the official title: 1st Special Service Force. American and Canadian soldiers were combined in a
special task force, trained for battle behind German lines. After many nocturnal missions with their faces blackened for camouflage, the German’s called them the "Black Devils". The specially designed V-42 combat knife has a handle of compressed
leather discs, ending in a pointed impact cap, with thick leather padding underneath the slightly curved pommel offering
protection from injury. The double-edged blade of the dagger features a corrugated thumb rest for a secure grip. Comes
with a long, replica, leather sheath, and an embroidered unit insignia. Blade: 7". Overall: 12". 7 oz. BO1942 $145

BÖKER SWISS DAGGER Limited Edition
A common weapon of the Swiss pikemen in the 15th and 16th century. The dagger, also known as Baselard, was
usually not issued as ordinance weapons, but had to be purchased privately by the soldiers and then served as a secondary weapon. Handpicked cherry wood is used for the handles of the dagger. The blade, sharpened and pointed on
both sides, already had a diamond-shaped cross-section in historical models, because this construction proved to be extremely stable and effective. It is made of the classic carbon steel C75. The satin-finished blade is marked with the original
Böker blade logo from the 1930s. The logo and the individual serial number guarantee the authenticity of the knife.
Comes with an elaborate metal sheath. 14.25” long, 8.5” blade length, 9 oz BO550 $489

BÖKER TRENCH KNIFE 1915 Limited Edition
In 1915 Böker was commissioned by the Ministry of War to develop a compact combat knife that was ideally suited for
precisely this purpose. The true-to-the-original Böker Trench Knife has a stainless-steel blade made of C75. This carbon steel
with an enormous edge retention requires appropriate care today, as it did then. The massive stainless-steel cross guard,
the old official tang stamp on the blade, the ribbed wood handle and the authentic sheath made of high-quality leather
are also part of the original equipment. Each marked with a serial number. 10” long, 5.75” blade, 5.8 oz BO918 $335

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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BÖKER SHERMAN
DAMASCUS Ltd. Edition
This extraordinary Böker Sherman
Damascus knife is a piece of living
history, combining high-quality craftsmanship with historical materials. The
M4 Sherman Tank, produced from
1942-1945, was in service until 1957.
Together with the Americans in
Wartime Museum in Virginia Böker
preserved a piece of history. The
unique Damascus blade is forged of
materials from M4’s that were
restored by the museum. The
Damascus is hand-forged by Chad
Nichols in a custom Ladder pattern,
reminiscent of the tank tracks. The
ball bearing blade is opened by a
thumb stud and locked by a solid steel
frame lock. A Hinderer Lock-Stop acts
as overstretch protection. The blade
axle screw is modeled on the tank’s
main drive sprocket wheel. The jute
Micarta handle fits comfortably, and
its color is camouflage paint used by
the Army and Marine Corps. With
lanyard hole, and practical deep carry
pocket clip (tip-up/r). Handmade in
the Böker knife factory in Solingen.
Presented in a stylish display with a
certificate of authenticity and individual serial number. Blade length: 3.03".
Thickness: 3.4mm. Overall length:
6.89". 3.8 oz. BO662D $539

SWISS ARMY BAYONET Made in the 1950’s by
Victorinox, Wenger of the highest grade stainless steel, to
be mounted on a Sig-57 rifle. Some nicks, but great condition with scabbard. Bayonet has maker’s marks and serial.
Rare opportunity. 15” overall ST9210 $89

a.
b.

d.
c.

CHECK OUT
BAYONETS
ON PAGE 62!
f.
e.

BÖKER BOXER DAMASCUS FOLDER
Limited Edition Serial Numbered

SOLINGEN SCOUT Special Edition

Designed by Raphaël Durand,this classic two-handed knife
is equipped with a dark blade of Dragonskin by Bertie
Rietveld, which is hardened to 58. The South African
custom knifemaker is considered the country's first smith
and has been forging high-performance with unusual patterns since 1991. The blade is locked by a sturdy and has a
generous ricasso. The decorative bolsters bear the groove
typical of Raphaël Durand. The handle scales are made of
polished red burlap. The handy size is the perfect compromise between pocket suitability and versatility in use. With
reinforced hole. Handmade in Solingen at the Böker factory
and is individual serial numbered in a floating display with
certificate of authenticity. 7.13” long, 3” blade, 4.27 oz

For the 150th anniversary of Böker, the Mayor of Solingen
asked Böker to design a pocketknife in the city colors…
The Solingen Scout has a body of solid brass, solid-milled
using CNC technology. The blade is made of non-stainless
C75 carbon steel and finished with an acid wash. In addition, reviving an old Solingen ritual: although knives are the
perfect gift, there is a warning: a gifted knife severs the
bond of friendship. To ward this off, this knife comes with a
coin that the recipient gives back to the giver. Accordingly,
the coin is accepted as payment for the knife, no longer
making it an unlucky gift. Each Böker Solingen Scout
comes with a Böker coin, to mark the beginning of a
lasting friendship. Features: nail nick, manual opening with
back-lock. Blade 2.83”, overall open 7.2”, weighs 5.93 oz,

BO025

$725

BO112099
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$335

a. GERMAN NAVY DECK KNIFE Big, heavy
Bundesmarine sailor’s knife, made of stainless steel, with
brass bolster linings and plastic handles. Has a 3.25” marlinspike with safety catch, 3” blade, and a heavy lanyard
bale. Designed for use in adverse conditions, everything is
heavy and oversized. Great knife. measures 7.5” open,
4.25” closed, weighs 5.1 oz ST1533 $69
b. BUNDESWEHR POCKET KNIFE
Handy multi-use Deutsche Bundeswehr pocket knife. Has
everything you need for your outing. 3.5” blade, saw with
protective cover, bottle-opener-screwdriver, nail file, reamer
and corkscrew. Stainless steel with plastic handles.
4.5” folded, weighs 3.1 oz ST37000 $29
c. MILITARY SCOUT KNIFE The classic NSN 511000-162-2205 survival knife! All stainless steel. Blade, can
opener, beer bottle cap remover, awl, screwdriver, and lanyard shackle. Made in Rhode Island of 420 HC stainless,
with a 3.25” spear blade, closed length 3.625”, a hardness
of 56-58 HRC, 3.6 oz HC1668 $49

d. TL-29 ELECTRICAL KNIFE Old and classical
NSN5110-00-240-5943 knife. Locking screwdriver, with
saw cut Zytel grips. The 2.375” blade is 440C stainless with
a hardness of 58-60 HRC. Made in USA. Closed length
3.375”, weighs 2.5 oz HC3632 $46
e. JAPANESE FOLDING TANTO KNIFE
Seemingly crude, but very sharp, little, all metal folder.
Supposedly made with the same carbon steel as Japanese
swords. We got a limited amount of these, and they won’t
last long. All steel construction. 2.75” blade 3.5” closed

LTM337

$39

f. OPINEL 10 TB Gorgeous French folder with beech
wood handle with corkscrew. A large knife, with a 4” Inox
stainless blade, with thumb-lock. Corkscrew folds into
handle. Sharp enough to shave with! Every Frenchman’s
basic pocket tool. 5.25” closed, weighs 2.7 oz

LTM235

$69

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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“THE SKY IS RED” Giclée Print:

Russian Army, these are as good as it gets. They’re plasma welded .08mm steel, powder coated on both
inside and out with fuel and solvent resistant paint, preventing the deterioration of the contents during
long storage. Given the high quality, they’ve been awarded certificates recognized throughout the European Union and beyond, which means that they comply with the toughest durability standards needed by
military and civilian customers around the world. These jerry cans are designed for the shipment and
temporary storage of liquids and petroleum products.

Painted in 1952, oil on illustration board,
21” x 17.5” framed. Stanley painted this in
his more commercial days for a pulp novel
of the same title! Obviously we liked the
“fit” with our jerry-can hustle. But beyond
that, we fell in love with the painting! To
that end, we were given the opportunity by
Mike Rivkin, the owner of the Stanley
Meltzoff estate, to offer this image as an
un-framed giclée print of the original painting, in the original size. (Giclée printing is
one-off art printing!)
TSR01 $189 Postpaid

20 LITER JERRY CAN

10 LITER JERRY CAN

5 LITER JERRY CAN

Classic, three-handled, plasma-welded,
European-made NATO can. Made like
a gas tank, with the weld going
around the entire perimeter. Bayonet
closure lid, with rubber gasket, and
safety pin, breather pipe for nonsplash pouring. Powder coated, inside
and out with solvent-proof paint.
18.5” x 13.5” x 6.5”, 8.45 lbs

Shaped exactly like its bigger brother,
only smaller and slimmer, so you have
only one big comfortable grip. All the
same features! This is a comfortable
women’s size… 15” x 11” x 5”,
weighs 5.55 lbs

Shaped just like the others, just
smaller. Has all of the same features!
measures 10.75” x 10” x 4.25”,
weighs 3.85 lbs GP05 $74

GP10

$79

GP20 $85
GP204 Set of 4 $319

The Sky is Red by Stanley Meltzoff, (c) 2016 by SCM Corporation. All rights reserved.

Jerry Cans: Made in Poland, (which is an EU member), for NATO, among other entities, including the

STAINLESS STEEL 10L & 20L (INOX) NATO JERRY
CAN It took us about ten years to work up the cojones to sell these
stainless steel jerry cans. Let’s face it stainless steel stuff is expensive and
hard to work. These stainless jerry cans are all made to precisely the same
NATO standards as the others. All stamped, plasma welded, three handle,
bayonet filler, and stone gorgeous. Food Quality..! Wine, acids, solvents,
and weather resistant, what else could one want? Well, here you go. We
finally made it. These are truly objects of great beauty.

GP10SS (10 Liter) $319 • GP20SS (20 Liter) $349

Or you may SAVE a
Bunch o’ Bucks if you
buy Four 20L Jerry Cans.

STANLEY MELTZOFF
TRADE CARD*

Stanley Meltzoff, Fish Painter We offer this gorgeous, signed lithograph

OEM JERRY CAN GASKETS
20 L JERRY CAN WALL OR
VEHICLE RACK Heavy steel,
clamp-style rack to hold your can onto
your Land Rover, Jeep, or even the
garage wall. Powder-coat painted in
the same color as cans. Please note:
this rack will not fit the stainless steel
cans on next page, but the jerry cans
on this page will fit just fine.
18.75” x 14” x 3” GP13 $99

20

Perfect fitting, synthetic rubber jerry can
and nozzle gaskets. Set of four (4x).

GP12

$19

STEEL AND RUBBER SPOUT
Spout made by the same folks, meant
for these cans, but are universal
bayonet mount. Equipped with rubber
gasket, and has a breather tube for
even pouring. Painted steel with a
rubber-flexi nozzle. Fits all tanks!
12” long, 10.5 oz GP11 $33

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

by the world’s preeminent fish painter, Stanley Meltzoff. His work has been coveted by many in the sport fishing realm for many years. This image is printed in
the traditional way on large rotary presses. They are created from a series of engraved plates often used for a single printing and then destroyed. Signed-andnumbered lithographs from important artists are true limited editions that will
generally hold their value ... and more! Signed & Numbered 16.5” x 27

PERMIT ON THE FLATS MR137 $300

Large and beautifully rendered image
of Meltzoff’s signature “trade card,”
sepia composite at right is a juxtaposition of classic images while thumbnails along left-hand side are samples
of the artist’s work. *Printed on rag
paper, ~ 24" x 28"

GET FREE TRADE CARD
WITH PURCHASE OF
THIS LITHOGRAPH

*Tongue-in-cheek caption at bottom Trade Card reads (in part): "Picture Maker to the trade: the Great Tradition in the
service of the New Vision. Scientific, Industrial, Technological, Natural Historical, Political, Military, Genre and Sporting
Subjects, also Family Portraits, Founders, Still Lives, Landscapes, Seascapes, Interiors & Nudes. Chirography, Lithography,
Photography, Engraving, Collage, Gilding, Hand Lettering, and Restoration. Linoleic, collagenic, polymer, and occult
mediums. Paintings in oil while you wait. Optical naturalism applied to scientific reality from an historical viewpoint by
individual sensitivity."

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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MINOX In 1922 the Baltic German,
Walter Zapp had the idea of a camera
so small that it could be hidden in a
hand. In 1938, the Minox from Riga
appeared on the market. In 1948 the
first Minox subminiature camera
Made in Germany was produced.
This small optical-mechanical marvel
became a worldwide success, even

SWISS ARMY KERN 6X24 1934-1956

OPERA GLASS A design popular during the Victorian

Made for all these years by the storied Swiss maker Kern,
these glasses include a porro prism with individually
focusing eyepieces with leather strap. Small, and lightweight, perfect for taking the dog out for a long walk in
the woods. Each unit has the Swiss Army makings and the
year manufactured. Old, FUNKY, but very neat stuff!
5.5” x 4”, weighs 23 oz JB113 $329

era, these fully functional small opera glasses have both
ornamental and practical value. An appealing gift for those
with an interest in theatre or iconic visual aids, and an
attractive display object for interiors themed around these
subjects. Polished silvercolored, solid brass.
4.5” x 4.25” x 2”

KA034

among secret services. Today digital
cameras and sporting optics carry the
unmistakable characteristics of the
Minox family as well as the stylistic
signature of the Volkswagen Design
department, an award-winning cooperation between two tradition-rich
and inventive German companys. The
Minox brand has firmly established

itself in the field of hunting and sport
optics with a core focus in the development and production of highquality binoculars, night vision
devices, riflescopes, as well as game
and surveillance cameras. Quality,
solidity, and longevity are what constitute the system of values for Minox.

The comfortable 16.5 eye relief
reduces eyestrain during long glassing
sessions. Comes with a limited 2-year
warranty, that can be extended to
30 years with registration.

Featuring:

$169

SWISS ARMY KERN (LEICA) 8X30 BINOCULARS
These Swiss-made Leica’s are, simply put, the best 8x30’s in
existence! Only the military could lavish so much on a field
glass. Comes with rubber-armored, porro-prism, internal laser protection filters, individually focusing eyepieces, long eye relief, multi-coated optics. Their
resolution and brightness are truly exceptional
and will blow your mind. Compact, 4” x 6” and
light, 20.7oz. Supremely desirable for all uses.

NS054

$495

X-ACTIVE SERIES

THE BEST BINOCULAR CASES MADE
As they say: “You get too soon old, and too late smart,”
but finally, it occurred to me that our Spanish leather
goods maker should be recruited to making us binocular
cases! So, I measured out what we needed made, and
bingo! Wow these are fine. Made of full-grain saddle
leather, brass hardware, box stitched, and felt lined!
Have an adjustable strap, of course, that also
secures the cover. We made them in two sizes:
medium and large, which should cover most
needs. These will last at least several generations of hardy use. The best you’ll ever get!

Minox X-Active 10 x 33
MX10017
$495
Minox X-Active 8 x 44
MX10018
$539
Minox X-Active 10 x 44
MX10019
$549

• Extendable eyecups: ideal for

eyeglass wearers
• Grippy, robust aluminum housing
• Neutral color rendition &
high contrast
• Ergonomic handling with
open bridge
• Waterproof down to 5m,
nitrogen gas purged
• High detail recognition &
large field of view

Minox X-Active 8 x 56
MX10020
$1079

X-ACTIVE MODEL

10x33

8x44

10x44

8x56

Magnification

10x

8x

10x

8x

Entry pupil (mm)

33

44

44

56

Exit pupil (mm)

3.3

5.25

4.4

7

Interpupillary distance (mm)

58 -78

56 -73

56 -73

56 -76

Field of view at 1,000 m (m)

115

136

115

126

Close focus (m)

2.5

2.5

2.5

3.5

Diopter adjustment (dpt)

± 4 dpt

± 4 dpt

± 4 dpt

± 4 dpt

Twilight factor

18.2

18.8
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21.2

LARGE BINOCULAR CASE

Operating temperature °C

-10° to +50°

-10° to +50°

-10° to +50°

-10° to +50°

8” x 4” top, 7.75” x 3” bottom,
9” tall weighs 25 oz

Waterproof according to IPX7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dimensions (mm | HxWxD)

138x130x45

150x133x53

150x133x53

195x160x70

Weight (g)

570

720

720

1,280

MEDIUM BINOCULAR CASE
6” x 2.75”, top, 5.5” x 2.125”, bottom,
7” tall weighs 14 oz

MVW01

MVW02
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Minox’s X-Active Binoculars are
designed specially to allow you to
move fast, find game and track it, but
they are a powerful all-around binocular for birding or adventure seeking.
The roof-prism construction makes it
lightweight—ideal for hiking, climbing, sight-seeing or watching sports.
These binoculars also utilize their proprietary anti-reflection, fully multicoated optics that improve light
transmission to boost contrast and
produce a neutral color rendition.

$179

$239

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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X-HD BINOCULAR SERIES

MINOX MD 50W
COMPACT SPOTTING
SCOPE Stick it in your pocket and

Minox designed their X-HD Binoculars with extra-low dispersion
HD glass to provide high-contrast views free from distortion.
Fully designed, manufactured and hand-finished with meticulous quality-control inspections in their Wetzlar factory in
Germany, these exceptional binoculars utilize their proprietary
anti-reflection multi-coatings of the Ed glass lenses and
dielectric coated roof prisms. Its open-bridge/dual-hinge
configuration help cut weight without sacrificing stability. And because Minox whole-heartly stands by these
extraordinary binoculars they come with a full
30-year warranty.* All binoculars in the X-HD
series are superior optics – Made in Germany.

• Angled view
• Turnable tripod mount
• Waterproof according to
IPX7 and nitrogen purged
against internal fogging
· Lightweight

Featuring:
• High detail resolution and
contrast
• Multi coating for increased
light transmission
• 16x to 30x magnification

set off to see what surprises nature
has in store for you. Thanks to its
pocket-sized dimensions, the MD
50W is your spotting scope of choice
if you want to explore flora and fauna
while underway, and without wishing
to carry too much weight. The
mechanics designed with the highest
precision and the 16x to 30x magnification make it a versatile and first-rate
spotter for any situation. Comes with
carrying case, cleaning cloth and
instructions. MX6225 $429

MINOX MONOCULAR MD
7X42 C This handy “navigator”
makes finding your way easy. Estimate
distances, provide orientation, and all
this with one hand. With this supercompact and lightweight compass
monocular, you can take it with you
wherever you go. The integrated
compass and fine ranging reticle help
you determine the distance to objects.
In the mountains and at sea, the highprecision compass reliably guides you
in the right direction. Optical brilliance, a large field of view and
7x magnification in a compact
housing make this a great companion
piece. This scope comes with case,
caps, strap, and instructions.

MX62209

$309

MINOX MONOCULAR
MS 8X25 MACROSCOPE

Minox X-HD 8 x 56
MX10023 $1549

Minox X-HD 10 x 44
MX10022 $1279

Minox X-HD 8 x 44
MX10021 $1249

Featuring:
•
•
•
•
•

Extendable eyecups: ideal for eyeglass wearers
Grippy, robust aluminum housing
ED-lenses for high contrast and excellent detail recognition
Neutral color rendition and high contrast
Very bright image even in poor visibility

• Ergonomic handling with open bridge
• Waterproof down to 5m, nitrogen gas purged
• High detail recognition and large field of view
(136 m at 1,000 m with the X-HD 8x44)
• *2-year warranty; extendable to 30 years w. registration

This is a powerful mini-telescope.
Whether used for observing nature,
during a concert or as a visual aid, it
fits in any pocket. With its 8x magnification, you can observe objects in the
distance, or easily dive into a macro
environment with its extremely close
focal range of only 35 cm. Comes
with storage bag, carry cord, carabiner, cleaning cloth and instructions.

MX62208

Featuring:
• 8x magnification
• Close focus of 35 cm
• Turnable eyepiece: ideal
for eyeglass wearers
• Dust- and water-proof
• Gas purged against
internal fogging
• Extremely light

$294

X-HD MODEL

8x44

10x44

8x56

Magnification

8x

10x

8x

MODEL

MD 50W

MD 7x42 C

MacroScope
MS 8x25

Entry pupil (mm)

44

44

56

Magnification

16 x - 30 x

7x

8x

Exit pupil (mm)

5.5

4.4

7

Entry pupil (mm)

50

42

25

Interpupillary distance (mm)

57-78

58 -75

57-78

Exit pupil (mm)

3.3 - 1.67

6

3.1

Field of view at 1,000 m (m)

136 / 7.8°

115 / 6.5°

126 / 7.2°

Eye Relief (mm)

15 - 11

20.5

12

Close focus (m)

2.5

2.5

3.5

Field of view at 1,000 m (m)

47 / 2.7° & 32 / 1.8°

114 / 6.5°

114 / 6.5

Diopter adjustment (dpt.)

± 4

± 4

± 4

Close focus

5.0 m

12 m

8 - 35 mm

Twilight factor

18.8

21

21.2

Twilight factor

28.3 - 38.7

17.2

9.6

Operating temperature °C

-10° to +50°

-10° to +50°

-10° to +50°

Operating temperature °C

-14° to +40° C

-10° to +45° C

-10° to +45° C

Waterproof according to IPX7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Waterproof according to IPX7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dimensions (mm)

150x130x53

150x130x53

195x160x70

Dimensions (mm | HxWxD)

235 x 63 x 135

65 x 61 x 143

92 x 57 x 44

Weight (g)

720

720

1,250

Weight (g)

690 g

350 g

150 g
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To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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GERMAN ARMY WOOL SCARF

POLISH ARMY ISSUE HANDKERCHIEFS

Here we have German Army, 100% wool scarves in Gray.
Weighs practically nothing and are large enough to wrap
around your neck and still dangle down to your belt. The
best winter investment you’ll make.

You can never have enough snotties! Here’s a set of six,
nicely patterned on OD base color, snot rags, with hemmed
perimeters. Remember: a gent always carries, a pocket
knife, 20 dollar bill, and a clean handkerchief… That’s what
my Godfather taught me, at least. CLN3875 $18

ST2620

$21

THINSULITE WATCH CAP
RUSSIAN STYLE SAILOR SHIRT
Gorgeous, long-sleeved, all cotton sailor shirts. The long
sleeves give you sun exposure protection, or just push ‘em
up. Great as either under or outer wear. Light weight and
very comfortable. (The blue color varies slightly.)
ST1426L (Large) • ST1426XL (X-Large)
ST1426XXL (XX-Large) $30 ea.

MEDIUM WEIGHT POLARTEC FLEECE
SWEATER Crotch-club calls it: Jacket, Fleece Cold
Weather (GENIII). Has a full front Delrin zipper, reinforced
shoulders, sleeves, and back of collar. Handwarmer pockets
at the waist, and two mesh inside breast pockets. Made of
all polyester fleece. Lightly used, but in perfect condition.
DC005M (Medium) • DC005L (Large)
DC005XL (X-Large) $45 each

Keep your noggin nice and warm
with this extremely high
quality, Thinsulite fleece
watch cap. Black only,
one size fits all.

SW4006

$19

SOVIET SOLDIER’S UNDERWEAR SET
Wow.., these two-piece sets are made of the softest 100%
cotton broadcloth, with a long-sleeve pullover shirt, and a
pair of long pants with button adjustments at the waist,
small of the back, and at the ankles—to seal ‘em off. We
got the largest size, which is about a 34” waist. If you fit,
there’s nothing finer! RS004 $45

ITALIAN ARMY PARKA W. WOOL LINER
This is one heavy-duty parka
with a thick, tight-knit wool
liner. It features a woodland
camouflage pattern, shoulder epaulets, two front
slash pockets, two large
breast pockets, a button
front, and a classically styled
collar. It comes in one size
only—right between a
Large and an X-large.

SW4816
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$149

BUNDESWEHR FLECKTARN
COMMANDO PARKA
Stunning hooded, uninsulated German
parka, that’s highly water resistant. This
shell garment has it all. Full length coil
zipper with snap over flap, gusseted
breast pockets with snaps, epaulets,
upper arm pencil pocket, zippered
lower pockets, armpit zips for ventilation, waist drawcord,
bottom drawcord. The hood also has a drawcord. Velcro
closure cuffs. Made of 80% cotton 20% polyester. This is
the finest “mountain parka” I have ever laid my hands on!
ST5021M (Medium) • ST5021L (Large)
ST5021XL (X-Large) $89 each

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

ITALIAN ARMY RIPSTOP GAITERS

SWISS ARMY MOUNTAIN GAITERS

Brand-new, polyure-thane coated, ripstop gaiters. Without
zippers, so you need to put them on before you jump in
your boots, but that makes them more water-resistant!
Each set comes with top and bottom drawstrings and
elastic. Keep water out and protect against stickers and
other abrasive weeds. 16” tall SW4567 $24

Best gaiters made! Fabulous, heavy salt ‘n pepper canvas
with vinyl ankle reinforcements, full zip, elastic ankle, boot
strap and drawstring on top. Made to withstand use with
crampons. Will withstand two lifetimes of hard use! 16” tall

ST4200 $34

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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ADVANCED HOT WEATHER BOONIE HAT

FRENCH ARMY FLEECE PULLOVER

BUNDESWEHR FIELD SHIRT

This fleece quarter-zip sweater is an insulating layer for the
French forces in cold conditions. Features classic woodland
camo, and a large, zippered collar to cover the neck.
Genuine French military surplus, in brand new condition.
A great piece of outwear for the fall, or a perfect jacket
liner in the winter. Proof that military surplus isn't always
rough around the edges. Please indicate size.
SW4352L (Large) • SW4352XL (X-Large) $42 each

German Army surplus field shirt, in the “Flecktarn” camo
pattern. Heavy duty shirt, with zipper front covered with
flap and snaps. Two breast pockets, one LH sleeve pocket,
with snap closures. Epaulets and cuffs have Velcro closure.
Made of 65% cotton, 35% polyester. Gently used and run
smallish, so go a size larger. Please indicate size.
ST1021L (Large) • ST1021XL (X-Large)
ST1021XXL (XX-Large) $32 each

The newest update on a longtime favorite. The key new
feature is the removable neck protector! In addition to the
2.5” brim, this neck flap keeps the scorching sun off your
neck. (You relinquish your “red-neck” status this way). Has
an adjustable chin strap, elastic cord and quick-locks, metal
screen vents, snaps on the brim, a soft lining to absorb
sweat, along with an inner map pocket. One size fit’s all.
Khaki color. FX7535 $35

FRENCH ARMY WOOL BLEND WINTER
STOCKINGS Wowee..! Our French connection scored
us a bunch of fabulous French Army winter, knee high,
stockings. Brand new and beautiful. If these don’t keep
your tootsies toasty under the most severe conditions, I
wouldn’t know what would! Perfect for hiking or camping.
We have them in two colors, not that color should even
matter, and in two of the most popular sizes. They are a
mixture of mostly wool and polyester/ polyamide. We sell
them here in bunches of 3 pairs, by color and size.
LTM400 (3 pr. Green Med) • LTM401 (3 pr. Green Lrg)
LTM405 (3 pr. Black Lrg) $29 each

BUY 9 PAIRS
OR MORE & GET
10% OFF!

GERMAN ARMY COMMANDO SWEATER
Dare we say these original German Army commando sweaters are devilishly stylish and incredibly warm. They're 80% wool and surprisingly
soft and brand new. They have one large chest pocket, an elastic waistband, reinforced elbows, a modern
tapered design, classic OD or Navy
color, and shoulder epaulets with
German flags. These sweaters are
the real deal! Please note: The OD
Mediums DO NOT have a pocket.

SW565M (OD Medium) $111
ST0130L (Navy Large)
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$89

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

SHIMAGHS Made of soft and
breathable cotton, so when the wind
kicks up and howls, you keep the sand
out of your face and hair. Traditional
patterns available in various color combinations. 42” x 42”, plenty big!
WT01 (Green/Black)
WT02 (White/Black)
WT03 (Tan/Brown)
WT04 (Khaki/Black) $17 each

Save BIG with Set of Three…
WT01S (Set of Three) $39

LONG DUCK-BILL CAP
Always popular with us rugged individuals, these
are the longest bill ball caps that we could find!
This time, in keeping with our “anti-advertising-forothers” campaign, we are offering this beautiful,
all-cotton, 5” duck-bill cap. Gives maximum sun protection to hunters, anglers, and is especially useful
when looking towards the sun with your binoculars!
Has 4-panel crown, sewn ventilation eyelets (no irritating metal), and cotton sweatband. One size fits
all, with adjustable Velcro strap.
JB169 (Grey)
$25 • JB170 (Tan) $25

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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WW-II GERMAN DIENST-BRILLE
That meaning: army-issue glasses! Brand-new re-pops of
the original. They come with straight, non-prescription
glass lenses. The frames are smallish with very short
temples, but so very, very cool! Comes in a metal
case, with a prescription form in the bottom.
Front: 4.75”, Temple 4.5”, weighs w/case 3.1 oz

BO40802

$79

SWISS ARMY 20’S GLACIER
GOGGLES Padded eyecups with dark optical glass
lenses, and an adjustable elastic headband. Lightweight
and great. Collapse into its own little tin container.
2.75” x 1.25” x 2”, with hinged lid.

SW480

$45

MASK, EXTREME COLD
WEATHER U.S. Army surplus cold

LEATHER AVIATOR
HELMET Beautifully supple,

weather mask that’s uglier than
homemade sin! You could scare the
hell out of kids on Halloween with it.
Beyond all that, this is a serious mask
for use in extreme cold conditions!
OD vinyl outer with wool lining, with
adjustable double head straps, and
neck flap. Highly recommended by a
couple of wildlife biologists we know.

goatskin leather, fully lined, “Snoopy”
helmet. Great for riding your vintage
Triumph or Norton. Has tightening
strap to back of the head, flip-down
visor, snap secured ear-flaps, and of
course the chinstrap. Pretty much one
size fits all. 6.4 oz

ST4070

LTM167

INSECT NET, HEAD

$89

If you’re heading to Alaska,
Minnesota, or other insect infected
places for fishing, birding or whatever,
you’ll thank us for providing these
invaluable insect nets! This net is
made especially to sleep in, as well as
just bushwhacking. Cheap and lightweight, you owe it to yourself to
avoid misery. One size fits all.

ST9800

$16

$14

Belt Buckles Although these buckles all come with belts, we are really selling the buckles. From different countries

SWISS ARMY SUNGLASSES

BUNDESWEHR RUBBER GOGGLES

These are real Suvsol glasses, actually made in Italy for the
Swiss Army. The frames are made of lightweight, polycarbonate, graphite-colored material and feature brown lenses
for increased contrast. They feature a flexible nose frame
and offer 100% UVA & UVB protection up to 400 nanometers. Brand New. SW113 $49

These rubber goggles are meant for extreme conditions.
They seal out everything! Have an adjustable head strap,
clear thick plastic lenses. One size fits all. 4 oz

and eras. The belts themselves are weird sizes and we don’t warrant any sizing here. So, if you’re okay with that, have
at ‘em. They’re worth putting in your collection, even if old and funky!

ST6100 $36

b.

a.

d.

c.
a. RUSSIAN RED ARMY COMBAT BELT
BUCKLE Poor guys, they had this somewhat shabby
steel buckle with Star and Hammer & Sickle motif, on a
fake leather covered canvas belt. Buckle is 3” x 2”

BRITISH KHAKI PITH HELMET When the sun

AFRIKA KORPS WWII TROPICAL HELMET

ST5206

never sets on your Empire, you'll need some proper shade.
This faithful reproduction pith helmet is in the style of
British colonial and foreign service. Made in the traditional
way, with the body consisting of compressed plant pulp,
and the covering of a poly-cotton blend. One size fits most.

Fabulous reproduction of the 1942 German Afrika Korps
WWII tropical helmet. Has the Eagle and unit badges on
the sides. Comes with folding sandstorm goggles.
Beautifully made of plant pulp and poly-cotton cover.
This will make you stand out, for sure!

b. SPANISH BELT BUCKLE
Rarely seen Spanish military buckle with Cross & Eagle
motif, in Brass, with leather belt that fits waists up to
48”. The buckle measures 2.125” x 2.5”.

d. BUNDESWEHR COMBAT BELT
BUCKLE Brand-new, in original box, surplus, made
in 1990, OD color metal buckle, stipple finish, with
cotton web belt. Buckle measures 2” x 2.5”, belt 43”

ST5700

ST1330

ST16686
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$49

ST4219

$29

c. GERMAN ARMY BELT W. BUCKLE
Fabulous, albeit slightly used, 2” wide black leather
belt, with a killer buckle displaying the German Eagle
with the legend: Einigkeit-Recht-Freiheit, (Unity-LawFreedom). ST9133 $36

$29

$14

$76

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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ISRAELI MUSETTE BAG

CONCEALED CARRY MESSENGER BAG

Gorgeous replica of the classic Israeli paratrooper bag.
Basically quite a simple bag, made of heavy cotton canvas
with 3 compartment dividers in the main body, with one
large, snap closed pocket on
the front under the generous
flap, with a snap closure.
Adjustable shoulder strap.
With screened red paratrooper wings. 15” x 11” x 4”

Terrific leather trimmed canvas messenger bag with tons of
compartments. A snap closure pocket on one end, with an
open pocket on the other end. The large cover flap has a
full width zippered map pocket, with a smaller zip-closed
passport pocket, with adjustable snap closures. The inside
has another zip-closed document compartment. The back
has a full width snap closed compartment. You can really
organize your trip! Has a wide,. 2” adjustable shoulder
strap. measures
16” x 12” x 7”

FX4216

$42

FX4320

$89

BUNDESWEHR G3 RIFLE CLEANING SET

DUTCH ARMY LEATHER DOCUMENT CASE

Compact cleaning kit contains everything you need but the
oil. Comes in a durable plastic, pocket-shaped box.
5” x 3.25” x 1” ST9755 $12

Carry your most precious documents and photos with you
at all times in this black leather soft case. Who needs a
smartphone? The Velcro closure keeps the
contents secure. Originally made for the
Dutch Army, these cases come to you
unused in new-olds-stock condition. The two internal flaps
make for six pages altogether.
5.625" x 6.25" x .5".

DEUTSCHE BUNDESWEHR
BARREL CLEANING WICKS
German Army 6” x.375” cotton
wicks to use as cleaning and
oiling tampons for all your
guns. You get five bundles of
eight wicks. 6” long ST1617 $5

SW4851

$39

SPANISH SHOTGUN CASE
Wow.., what a way to coddle your shotgun! Made by
El Molino de Viento, our favorite leather smith, this is a fine
piece. Made of heavy canvas with leather trim and reinforcements. Has strap and buckle closure, and a 1.5”
adjustable leather shoulder strap. Entire inside is lined
in sheep’s wool. 50” x 8”, weighs 1lb 12 oz

MVW17450

$199

SPANISH CARTRIDGE CASE
Made by El Molino de Viento in Toledo, Spain, by one of
that country’s finest leather smiths. Made of fine saddle
leather, fully lined in lighter leather, with a huge fold-over
top flap, secured with a single strap and buckle on the
front. The bottom has four brass “feet.”The adjustable,
with a buckle, 1” wide shoulder strap is made of the same
leather lined with green suede. A thing of true beauty,
worth every penny! 10” w x 8.5” h x 5” d, 2 lbs 2 oz

MVW404

U.S. ARMY TRIGGER-FINGER MITTEN
SHELLS WITH WOOL LINERS

$329

UNIVERSAL
TRIGGER LOCK
This handy trigger lock
will pretty much fit any
of your shooting irons.
Having a combination
gun lock means you
don’t have to worry
about finding keys. The 4-pin tumbler makes it pick resistance and the rubber cushion pads will protect your gun
from marring or scratching. A sensible device for safety.
2.5” x 5” x 2.75”, 6.8 oz ST098 $13
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1911 COLT .45
AUTOMATIC
ACP CLIPS
Brand-new, mil-spec,
blue steel, 7-round clips.
Promised that this is the
most common gun size in
America… 4.5”, 2.4 oz.
TK45 1 clip $14
TK45S 3 clips $36

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

Beautifully thought out and realized mitten shells, dating
back to the Korean conflict,
1952. Brand-New, gauntlet length, with wrist
tightening strap, and
elastic forearm cincher,
made of lightweight
canvas, with a genuine
elk-leather palm and
thumb. But the killer is
the separate index
(trigger) finger! (Has it on
both mitts, fear not,
southpaws). Comes complete with wool lining glove.
One size fits most. 15” long, 7.6 oz

ASW015 $39

ELECTRONIC EAR DEFENDERS
These “mickey mouse” ears were especially developed for
combat. They not only offer soundproofing over 85dB, but
enable normal communication. Have padded ear cups and
headband, fully adjustable, slimline. Includes microphone
and audio input for mobile phone, MP-3 and laptop. Uses
three AAA batteries, not included. 235 g

ST1624

$55

BLACKHAWK 30CAL AMMO CAN
Brand-new, heavy
gauge steel ammo can
that’s air- and watertight. Removable lid with
rubber gasket and has a
flat folding carry handle.
OD color, naturally. Obviously
one of the great stash boxes that’ll
take much abuse. Terrific piece. Inside dimensions 10” x 6.75” x 3.5”, 3.6 lbs. SW5009 $34

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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EL MOLINO DE VIENTO: That means “windmill” in Spanish, of course, and we know that this fine maker of
leather goods isn’t pulling a Don Quixote on us, since his factory is in Toledo, which has a whole lot of beautiful windmills
dotting the area. The Spanish have always been great at leatherwork. Often overlooked, because of the long reign of Generalissimo Franco, when trade with Spain was at a nadir. Fortunately times have changed, and we have easy access to their
fine wines, ceramic and leatherwork. Comparable to the Italians in every way, except price! You’ll love these beautifully
hand-made and finished leather wares.

lemon

HAND-HELD SIREN Aw come on.., we all love
sirens, and when I found these, I grabbed ‘em! Brand new,
loud (100db/-2db at 550 Hz/-20 Hz), this unit is made of
aluminum with a folding handle. Max volume with minimal
effort, and is simple to operate. 7.3” x 7.3” x 7”, 42 oz

ST7000

$219

baseball

pineapple

MKII PINEAPPLE HAND GRENADE
I know.., we’ve all wanted to pitch a few grenades at
something, or someone, so here’s your big chance! Nope,
they won’t explode, but don’t aim ‘em at someone’s head,
else their cranium will explode! These suckers are scale
replicas, in size and weight to the originals. MkII Pineapple
Hand Grenade Designed by John Browning, this fragmentation type, anti personnel mutha has been in use since
1918. It came with varied fillings. Had a percussion cap and
time fuse with a 4-5 second delay. 4.5” x 2.5”; 16.3 oz

EMC303P

$18

GREEN HUNTING PURSE

GREEN SUEDE RUCKSACK

Beautiful little shoulder bag that appeals to both women
and men. Men use it for ammunition, and women.., well
whatever all women have in their purses. Made of green
suede with full grain leather trim, sewn, adjustable strap,
and solid brass hardware. There’s an inside pocket for easy
access. 8.5” x 6.75” MVW255 $220

Gorgeous, multi-use ruck, made from suede leather with
full grain leather piping and adjustable harness. Fully lined.
Leather draw cord, with leather piping on the flap edge.
All solid brass hardware. 18” x 16.5”

MVW424

$359

M67 BASEBALL HAND GRENADE
Shaped sort of like a baseball, this is a replica of the original, which could’ve be thrown about 100 feet by the average US soldier. They were a fragmentation grenade with a
fatality radius of about 16’. Had a pyrotechnic delay M213
fuse with a four second delay. 3.75” x 2.5”; 12.5 oz

“LET’S PULL TOGETHER!” 1940’s Patriotic

EMC303B

Uncle Sam Button We found this old button in a

M26 LEMON HAND GRENADE

warehouse in Germany, of all places, and were so taken by
it, that we decided we had to find someone to duplicate it
for us to sell. So we had our friends at Wagner, the only
tin-toy maker left in Germany, to replicate it for us. We
made a limited run of 1000 button clips to sell as a celebratory gag. The original dates from the 1940’s, and was made
in Chicago by the Evans Novelty Co., and shows Uncle Sam
hanging Adolf Hitler from a tree. The gag with this button
is, when you pull the red rope, you hang Adolf, and when
you let go, Adolf disappears. Lots of fun! A great bit of
WWII propaganda. Made of lithographed tinplate and
measures about 2” Ø with a pocket clip and red rope.
WAG01 $13 • WAG01S (Set of 3) $36

$18

GREEN SUEDE TRAVEL BAG
You’ll have to fight off the compliments when you carry
this stunning, all suede leather bag down the concourse!
Padded, full grain leather handles extend through the top
cover, with leather piping and closures with solid brass
hardware. Fully lined, with several internal dividers.
15” x 10.75” x 22.5” MVW512 $649

This grenade wasn’t a “lemon”… It entered service around
1952 and was used in extensively in the Korean Conflict.
Unlike the MkII, its fuse creates no telltale smoke or sparks
when ignited, and its powder train is almost silent as it
burns down. Had a timed friction fuse. 4” x 2.5”; 15.7 oz

EMC303L

$18

BUY ONE OR BUY ‘EM ALL
AND GET A DEAL

GREEN SUEDE & LEATHER DUFFLE

EMC303PBL (All Three Grenades) $48

Stunning take on the classic duffle. Suede sides with
full grain leather bottom and reinforcements. Brass zipper and hardware. Padded leather grips. Fully lined.
The perfect all around luggage piece. 11” x 11.5” x 24”

MVW510

$679

SWISS ARMY SHOE CLEANING KIT
Only the Swiss would put this extravagant shoeshine kit together! Comes with brushes, polishing wax, belt wax, thread, needles cord and
more, for uniform maintenance. 7” x 3” x 6”

ST5900

$29

LEATHER CARRIAGE BAG
This is our magnum opus travel bag! Made
completely of rich, brown cows leather. Reinforced edges, hold-open bars on either side of
the extra long, wide opening brass zipper.
Padded leather handles that are set in, and reinforced with brass rivets. Fully lined, of course.
This bag oozes quality, and is spectacular as an
object. measures 11.75” x 11” x 22”

MVW528
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$729

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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DAVOSA WRIST WATCHES

In the current world of mechanical wristwatches, we truly disdain the exorbitant
pricing that all of the “biggies” have! As I’ve said elsewhere, why pay the expensive AD-campaigns in glossy magazines
and television? We have been selling these fine Swiss timepieces for over 25 years to become one of the largest purveyors
of Davosa watches in the USA. In all those years, we have had only one watch that had to be sent back to the factory for a
repair! We stand by them. They are as fine as anything made in Switzerland.

CLASSIC WAITER’S WALLET You’re probably familiar with these
wallets, if you’ve traveled in Europe. At almost every bistro, the waiter pulls one
out from under his apron and makes change from these. With six bill slots, a
large change fold-open compartment, and a zippered back pocket. Closes with a
3-way clasp. Hand-made in Germany of oil-tanned or black nappa leather. All
folds up neatly and has a removable chain with snap fastener for security. Also
has RFID protection to block thieves from steeling your credit card information.
Wallet closed is 7” x 4” x 1.25” & 10.5” open.
LL273
(Brown) • LL21120 (Black) $85.50 each

DAVOSA ARGONAUTIC BG DIVER Fabulous update on the Agronautic! Good to 300 meters, deeper than
you’ll probably ever dive! Stainless, with sapphire crystal. Has a Swiss SW200-1 with 26 jewels, 4Hz self-winding, 38 hour
movement. The rest you’ll find explained on this fabulous spread! DAV2001 $1045

NEWTON SPEEDOMETER
AUTOMATIC This is the coolest
BIO-LEATHER CARE CRÈME

LUGGAGE TAG

Care for all your fine leather goods, including shoes. All
organic, this will give old leather a fresh and pleasant new
smell. Comes in a small screw-top tin. 50 gm

Strong, classic leather luggage tag, just like they used to
make! Strong enough that no luggage handling system will
tear them off your suitcase. The strap is .5” wide, and has
a steel roller buckle. 4.25” x 2.25”
TH210 (Brown) • TH220 (Red) $19.50 each

TH901 $21.50

HUNTER’S RUCKSACK XL

BILLIONAIRE’S WALLET

Brand-new, beautifully made ruck of 100% cotton canvas
with leather trim. The shoulder straps are un-padded
leather, and all outer closures are with leather straps and
stainless buckles. The main compartment has a drawstring
and grommet closure, under the generous flap. These are
made by the Thielemann folks in Germany, and the quality
is beyond reproach! 23.5” x 22”; 1.5” lbs.

Just kidding, of course, but mebbe it applies… Fabulous,
large leather wallet with four compartments and change
purse. Has slots for 12 credit cards! Opens lengthwise with
a secure zipper closure. Made in Germany of oil-tanned
leather. A great way to sort those big, crisp, new bills!
measures closed 7.5” x 4” x .75”

LL1685

$69

TH115

$119
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new watch we’ve run across! Takes a
bit getting used to, but boy, this will
get conversations going… Like their
automotive colleagues in the ‘50s and
‘60s, DAVOSA has brought great
design in the Newton Speedometer.
The hour hand has been replaced by a
rotating disc that shows the hour in a
window set in the upper third of the
dial, by means of a sleek red arrow.
An index scale shows the minutes,
which the only conventional watch
hand circles from the center. The
outer frame is formed by a third level
which, in place of conventional hour
markers, repeats the minute scale in
increments of five in a classic font.
The seconds display rotates on a silver
disc with a red line in the center. In
the dark, the Super-Luminova lets you
read the hours and minutes in pale
green. The readability takes a little
getting used to, but once you understand the basic principle, the design is
truly fascinating. Powered by a Swiss
DAV 3032, 26 jewels, 28,800 A/h
automatic (self-winding) movement,
with a skeletonized rotor with a gold
backed Davosa star, seen through the
screwed in glass back, and is part of
the stainless steel 316L case. Matte
and polished surfaces alternate. Has
an anti-reflective, scratch-resistant
sapphire crystal. The crown is knurled
for a good grip. Water resistant to
5 ATM. The handmade strap with its
pin buckle, Italian leather, lined in full-

grain nubuck with a perforated pattern. Not
only classic car fans are certain to appreciate this
Newton Speedometer Automatic, but also
watch enthusiasts, who appreciate something
really out of the ordinary. Comes with presentation box, papers, two-year factory warranty.
44mm Ø x 12.8mm. 22mm lug width.

DAV58725

$1249

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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DAVOSA NEWTON MOON PHASE CHRONOGRAPH Ltd Ed of 300

ARGONAUTIC LUMIS T25 AUTOMATIC
DIVER CHRONOGRAPH
Stunning diver chronograph, with PVD Gun black coating
over stainless steel, with a ceramic lunette. This watch has
a DAV3050, Swiss 25 jewels, self-winding movement based
on a Valjoux 7751. Has all of the features as the Automatic
Diver, plus of course the chronograph functions! A stunning timepiece, that’s water resistant to 1000 ft/30 ATM.
Has a power reserve of 38 hours. A rugged, complicated
and stunning timepiece! Lug width 22mm. Measures
43mm Ø x 13.8mm. Comes in elaborate wooden box with
papers. Two-year factory warranty.

DAV50880

$1999

VIREO DUAL TIME QUARTZ
When the rest of the world lets us travel
again, you’ll find this stunning watch
damned useful! The Dual Time carries the
names of cities in different time zones
around the world. Corresponding with
its functions, the Vireo Dual Time
requires two crowns: The upper
crown of the Dual Time, serves to
adjust the inner ring with the time
zones. The lower crown is used to
adjust the time and date, as well as
the additional time zone hand. All
stainless steel with screw-in back, mineral crystal, Swiss Ronda 5030 quartz
movement, brown calf leather strap. Water
resistant to 5 ATM. Lug width 22mm.
Measures 41mm Ø x 12mm. Comes in box
with papers. Two-year factory warranty.

DAV49215

$299

MECHANICAL TIMEPIECE INFORMATION

DAVOSA MILITARY GREEN Starting with the
rugged, 316L stainless steel case, with screwed-in back, this
fine watch has a convex sapphire crystal, military green dial,
with large, easily read, luminous, Arabic indications, and
hands. Has sweeping seconds hand. Three-day calendar at
3 o’clock. Waterproof down to 20ATM (200 meters), with a
screw-down, double-sealed, large crown. Has the superb,
workhorse, Swiss ETA 2824-2 automatic (self-winding),
25 jewel movement. Comes with both a hydrophobic calfleather and an OD nylon, straps. Two-year factory warranty.
measures 42mm Ø x 12.8mm
DAV51174 (Green Dial)
DAV51174B (Black Dial) $849 each

All Timepieces we sell are mechanical, unless otherwise noted.
Mechanical means either manual-wind or automatic (selfwinding). Being mechanical devices, they’ll never have the
dead-on accuracy of quartz or atomic clocks/watches. That
simply isn’t possible… How active you are, how you place
your watch on the nightstand, temperature, and magnetic
fields, all argue against perfection! If your Timepiece gains a
few seconds/ minutes over a noticeable period, try laying it out
differently at night when you take it off. Face down; face up;
on left edge; on right edge. If you use a watch winder, all bets
are off, and you’ll just have to re-set the time manually.
In order to get the proper power reserve out of a mechanical
watch, (typically 38-42 hrs), you must first fully wind the
mainspring, gently! You’ll feel it tighten up before it’s fully
wound. This is especially true of automatic (self-winding)
watches. You must fully wind it before wearing. No matter
what, always handle a Timepiece, its crown and pushers and
stoppers gently. There’s no need to force anything!

WATCH PURCHASE POLICY
As of 1 November 2013, we will not accept any returns of any Timepieces after a customer’s inspection period of five (5) days from
the ship date. Hence, a 5 Day Return Policy. Here’s why… We ship all new Timepieces, fully inspected and running properly by our
knowledgeable staff. The Timepieces are fully wound-up, and set for the customer’s local time, and sent per 2-Day express/insured
service, so you should have plenty of time to either Love or Hate it… So please don’t wear/carry the timepiece for a week, or more,
risk banging it against doorframes, or whatever, and then expect us to take it back! If you Hate it, simply return it, unused and
unworn, at your cost. (We suggest insuring it for its full value). All new Timepieces sold by us are guaranteed by their makers for
24 months, and therefore all warranty claims are handled by the Makers, or their authorized repair facilities, not us. Each Timepiece
has its respective certificate instruction warranty card or booklet with it. There you will find the addresses and telephone numbers of
the makers. Remember: taking the Timepiece to an unauthorized repair facility voids all warranties!
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A stunning, stainless steel chronograph, with serial plaque at 9 o’clock, with one of the most
complicated movements ever devised, a DAV 3051 based on a 25 jewel Valjoux 7751. This
automatic movement displays hours, minutes and seconds. It boasts a stopwatch function, a
moon phase display and a date hand tipped with a red airplane silhouette, while the weekday,
month and time are shown as a 24-hour display. Has finely embellishment movement, including pearlized and côte- circulaire bridges, blued screws, rhodium plating, and a newly constructed, highly skeletonized DAVOSA rotor with Geneva stripes. The stainless steel case,
water resistant to 5 ATM, features a screw-down
back, a viewing window, 44 mm Ø and 14 mm
height. The case has matte and polished surfaces,
anti-reflective sapphire glass. Optimized for the
needs of pilots, the hands are applied with raised,
white luminescent material, along with raised luminescent figures. This timepiece comes with a black,
smooth, cowhide strap with stitching. Comes in a
beautiful wooden box with certificate and two-year
factory warranty. DAV58655 $2895

A Classic, Affordable Diver

DAVOSA VINTAGE DIVER, QUARTZ

DAVOSA SWISS ARMY “EINSATZUHR”

Truly a tribute to professional diving watches, of the early
times, with many recognizable historical references: stainless steel egg-shaped 10 ATM water resistant case with typically curved crystal, printed Super-Luminova indices and
bezel inlay made of aluminum. Has a Swiss Ronda 505/24h
movement that allows the display of a second time zone,
highlighted by the red hand. Stainless steel case measuring
39 mm Ø x 13.5 mm, with screw-down crown and case
back. Unidirectional rotating bezel. Curved mineral crystal.
Printed indices and hands with Super-LumiNova. Sweep
second hand. Calendar at 3:00. Stainless steel bracelet. This
watch has everything! Comes in box with papers and twoyear factory warranty. DAV50090 $499

This watch has a PVD black, satin finished, stainless steel
case, with a scratch-resistant, convex sapphire crystal, and
a large crown. The hands, the large hour markers and the
date display in a ‘triple date’ format resemble an aircraft
altimeter. Has the workhorse Swiss ETA 2824-2 automatic
(self-winding) 25 jewel movement. Waterproof to a depth
of 200m thanks to its screwed in back and double-sealed
crown. Good readability is ensured by large, luminous
numbers and markers. The watch may be worn with either
a nylon NATO, or vintage leather strap, with both straps
included. Comes with box and papers, two-year factory
warranty. 42mm Ø x 12.8mm DAV51184 $869

NEW & IMPROVED TERNOS DIVER
AUTOMATICS To strengthen this already
bullet-proof diver, Davosa has changed to a sapphire
crystal with magnifier bubble, from mineral glass;
increased the waterproofness from 100 meters to
200 meters and has a multi-directional ceramic
bezel. They lengthened the already massive bracelet
with double locking clasp, to fit over wetsuits and
set it onto solid posts on the watch case. The movement is the venerable ETA cal. 2824-2 self-winding,
25 jewels, mechanical masterpiece. Comes with
presentation box, and 2-year factory warranty.
40mm Ø x 12.5mm
DAV55540 (blue)
$915
DAV55550 (black) $915

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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FRENCH NAVY BRASS BUTTONS Gorgeous

BUTTON SCISSORS Very sharp, with very pointed

DEUTSCHE OPTIK / SCHWEIZER APLANATIC MAGNIFIERS

and curved tips, these button scissors are made to sever
even the smallest, finest buttons without
damage to the cloth. Come in
a protective leather case.
3.5” x 1.5”

Here’s my story… Years ago I was using one of the Zeiss magnifiers we sell to fix
a detail on a miniature ship. In the process, like a damned fool I splashed a drop
of acetone on the lens. Reacting intuitively, I immediately wiped. Damn, that was
the end of a couple hundred bucks! Then the search began. Yeah.., just try and

WA4274E $69.50

Distortion-Free White

Glass

French Navy polished brass buttons. You just got to get
some because they are so beautiful, and how can you resist
the anchors! We have ‘em, and sell them in units of 10
buttons per size, only.
LTM239 25mm $21
LTM240 20mm $17 · LTM241 15mm $14

find real quality glass magnifiers, that
are aspheric or better aplanatic. That
lead me to A. Schweizer GmbH. Been
around for 167 years. Use only Schott
(Zeiss) white glass; grind all their own.
In fact, make all the components in
house! Aplanatic lenses have more
edge to edge clarity, without distortion by minimizing spherical aberrations and eliminating coma. Schweizer
does this with two lenses, not that
you could tell, holding ‘em in your
hand. Yes, they’re heavy, but that’s
good, keeps things steady. Brilliant.
The best there is!

SC61900 6D / 2.5x / 90mm Ø $198
SC61750 10D / 3.5x / 75mm Ø $189

ITALIAN ARMY SEWING KIT Brand-New sets,

SC61650 12D / 4x / 65mm Ø

with all you’ll need: white and OD colored thread, safety
pins, brass buttons, Overcoat, tunic, shirt, & collar buttons,
scissor, and sewing needles, all contained in this little tie-roll,
with zippered inside pocket. 4.5” x 2” x 2”, weighs 2.6 oz

a. WWII REPLICA COMPASS
Nicely turned out replica of a WWII
sighting compass. With magnifier &
hairline. Massive solid brass case,
bronzed. 2.125”Ø CO014 $49

a.

ST0014 $8

$176

b. ARMY

STYLE LENSATIC
COMPASS Very nice unit made
with alloy case, liquid filled with floating luminous dial, adjustable luminous
marching line, thumb-hold with magnifying viewer and sighting hairline. In
nylon case. Import, but good.
3” x 2.5” x 1”, 4 oz

b.

COMBINATION SEWING AWL “Myers famous

OSBORNE NO.223 REVOLVING PUNCH

lock stitch sewing awl” has been around forever, and with
good reason! The standard, compact mending tool for
leather, tack, camping, shoes and etc! Beautifully made
with hardwood handle, where top unscrews to stash the
sewing needles. 5.25” x 1.5”Ø, 2.5 oz

Been making this punch forever in Harrison NJ. Six different
sizes of holes, with long steel handles to give plenty of
leverage. Every saddle-maker and leather worker has at
least one. Last forever. 8.75” x 2.5”, 10.6 oz

SWC101C $19

c.

c. SMALL BRASS COMPASS
Handy little all brass compass with a
highly visible, black card. The case has
a lid and lanyard swivel. Gift-boxed.
2.5” Ø CO002 $26

HJE013 $43

HJE017 $29

BRASS 3 MINUTE SANDGLASS
Polished brass with glass and pure white
sand, once used for measuring a ship’s
speed, and now used for boiling eggs.
1.5”Ø x 3.75” HG001 $39

c.

a.

b.
d.

$10
$14
c. LTM357 Spherical 15mm Ø
$10
d. MR007 Single (1x) Police Button 15mm $2*
e. MR009 French Navy 15mm
$14*
b. LTM356 Newport Bay Club 20mm Ø
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SC41805 $7 SALE! $4

SMALL SWAN NECK
PASSAGEWAY LIGHT

keys. 5” long FW003 $23

These beautiful lights are made of
solid, cast brass or aluminum, including the guard. Heavy glass lens. Has a
double contact bayonet (B-22) lamp
socket. Comes with new Bulb.
8” x 2.75”, .95lb TR501 $89

e.

BUNCHES OF FRENCH BRASS BUTTONS

a. LTM355 Police a Palmes 15mm Ø

hole to tie a string to it and use when
you need a better look. 2.5” x 2”

MONKEY’S FIST SHACKLE KEY
FOB Perfect size to keep track of your

*Has a “Right Double Pin” backing, not single like the others.

It seems the French brass button maker, that makes the
French Military buttons, also makes them for whomever.
These are really neat. Check ‘em out and grab a bunch.
Come in units of 10 each unless otherwise indicated.

2.5X PLASTIC PENDANT
LOUPE 45mm plastic lens with a

WISKA BRASS SWITCH
STOKER 2ND CLASS,
GOLD BADGE
French Insignia from 194565. Ready to sew onto your
uniform! Love that name for
an engine room snipe! Gold
wire on navy wool.

TR451 $9

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

Much too tasty to leave ‘em, we
stripped these from old vessels too!
Huge, heavy, solid brass electrical
switches, 10 amp, 250 V, made by
Hoppmann & Mulsow in Kaltenkirchen,
Western Germany. Perfect for your studio, or wherever you want to see your
lighting circuits exposed. 4” x 4.5” x 3”,
weighs over 2 lbs..! TRS560 $79

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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CLEO MESSOGRAF

CLEO MESSOGRAF, PENCIL

Here’s one of those “you gotta have!”
It’s a fine, chrome plated brass,
retractable, easy-flow ballpoint pen,
a caliper, a ruler… It also has a screwthread scale, along with a tire tread
gauge. In inches and millimeters.
Made in Germany, of course, by CleoSkribent. 6” long CS2000 $52

The folks at Cleo-Skribent finally
finished their mechanical pencil
version. This is handy, of course, when
you mark on materials like metal…
Anodized black, to tell ‘em apart.
Same size as the ballpoint version. 6”

CS2012

PURCHASE BOTH MESSOGRAFS, SAVE BIG TIME!

OCEAN LINER BRONZE
DOOR PULL

CS2022

Wow.., these door-pulls are
massive! These are remakes of
door-pulls for common rooms,
such as the ballrooms, dining
rooms, etc. Elegant as all get-out,
and very heavy, making it easier to grasp or push the heavy
doors. Made of solid cast bronze! 5” Ø x 6.5” overall,
weighs just under 2 lbs! TRS585 $99

$99

$52

a.

b.

c.

d.

FISHER .338 LAPUA
MAGNUM SPACE PEN
Be careful, this pen has been known
to grow legs and leave the room,
while no one’s looking! The birth of
the .338 Lapua Magnum dates back
to 1982, when an American company,
Research Armament Industries in
Rogers, Arkansas, was asked by the
United States Marine Corps to
develop a long-range rifle for sniper
applications. This pen cap is raw
brass, just as bullets are, so over time
a nice patina will develop. Comes in
gift box. 5.25” open, 3.75” closed

FP338

a. SS MEDINA CABIN COAT HOOK
This is a reproduction of an old hook off the P&O ship that
was used as the Royal Yacht in 1911 for King George V and
Queen Mary on their state visit to India. These solid brass
hooks were on the backs of the cabin doors. It’s a Huge
8.75” x 4.75” x 2”, 16.07 oz TR497 $59
b. SS MEDINA THREE-PRONG COAT HOOK
This is a reproduction of the hooks off the SS Medina, this
solid brass has a 4-screw mounting plate, 7” overall,
1.5 lbs. Big, heavy, and gorgeous! TR112 $74

$42

FISHER SPACE PEN 70TH
ANNIVERSARY EDITION,

c. SS FRANCE GIANT TRIPLE PRONG HOOK
Remake from the S.S. France officer’s quarters, and meant
for heavy, wet coats. All nickel-plated, note the large ball
and the two broad side prongs. Large three-screw mounting plate. 6.75” x 6.75”, 16 oz TR217 $59
d. SS AUGUSTUS CABIN COAT HOOK
Salvaged from the pretty little steamship, built in 1927,
these cabin mounted coat hooks were cast in two parts
of solid brass. Two hooks and a round hat rack.
6” x 3.25” x 1.75”, 9 oz. TRS557 $59

Ltd Edition Boy, time does fly. To
mark 70 years since Fisher invented
the write-anywhere-including-in-space
astronaut’s pen, they’ve come up with
this sleek and handsome writing
instrument to mark the anniversary.
Smoke chrome with a “70” over sunburst logo. Comes in a blue velvet
hard case. Beautiful gift item.

FSP6133

$45

CAPE HORN ANCHOR

FITZROY’S
STORM GLASS
In 1859, violent storms struck
the British Isles. In response,
the British Crown distributed
storm glasses, then known
as "FitzRoy's storm barometers," to many small fishing
communities around the British
Isles that were to be consulted by
ships at port before setting sail. The
degree to which the liquid inside the
orb crystalizes is supposed to be predictive of weather conditions.
measures 3.5” tall

BRASS DESK BELL Very handsome, good sounding,
hand-turned, sand-cast solid brass bell mounted on a
wooden base. Comes in a nice packaging and measures
a large 5.25” x 4.25”. AC100 $69

MARINER’S
COMPASS First known
use of a mariner’s compass was in
1594. Used in navigation that consists of parallel magnetic
needles. This beautiful piece is made of polished aluminum.
3.5” Ø FCO019 $79

SD001

$39
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Heavy polished, solid brass
model of an anchor. Great
paperweight! 6” x 4.25” x 3.75”

AC006

$49

MARINE NATIONALE FRANÇAISE SOS
SIGNAL MIRROR Brand-new, the Mirror SOS Type
644 is made by L’Optique Scientifique in Paris. Made of
optical glass, it has a sighting hole in the center. Holding it
close to your eye, you aim and manipulate it until you see a
bright red spot on the target. Especially useful in situations
of great distance. Complete with thumb handle, lanyard
and instructions. 2” x 2” LTM011 $24

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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Made in USA

GARDEN BELL
Crafted by a company that’s been in
the business of making only bells since
1832..! Hang this by your front door
as the most beautiful doorbell you’ll
ever hear; post it on the back deck to
call the kids for dinner; attach it to a
gate so you know every time it swings
open; or use it to call your horses in
for their meal. The sound of this bell
is exquisite. Has three clappers inside
each of the three gongs. Every time
you pull the chain or shut the garden
gate, you hear the melodious sound
of nine clappers. 4” x 11” x 7”, 1.8 lbs

YACHT FOG BELL A beautiful brass Fog Bell or Ship’s
Bell, produces a wonderful tone with a loud and long ring.
Will add style to any boat of any size. Works great in the
fog, calls the kids back for dinner, and, perhaps most
importantly, announces cocktail hour. Highly polished and
lacquered on a plain bracket. 8”Ø BTG09 $169

BVGB

PARIS METRO SIGNS For all you world travelers,
Paris must’ve been a highlight, including riding on the
Metro! We scored these repro Paris Metro signs from our
French surplus source, who somehow found them. We
asked him to send us a random bunch, and that’s how we
sell them: randomly. They are very cool, and are made of
enameled metal. 16” x 6” LTM406 $29

YOU ARE LEAVING THE AMERICAN
SECTOR SIGN The companion sign, posted by the
U.S. Army at the East-West border crossings in Berlin, back
in the day. Fabulous enamel on steel sign, in raised relief.
This is a replica of the original, but nevertheless a fabulous
piece of history to decorate your man cave with.
measures 11.75” x 8” HN77 $43

$169.50

LOLLYGAGGING SUMMON BELL

Elless Manufacture This French, family owned business, Ets Sampic Père & Fils, has been making the finest

Whether it’s calling the family to supper, the kids back to
classes after recess, or whenever you want to summon
those who are lollygagging without regard for the time,
this bell will do the job with its beautiful, loud-as-hell peal!
Cast of solid brass, with a 5”Ø, with a cast iron clapper.
The handle is a turned hardwood, topped with a brass
finial. The overall dimensions: 9.25” x 5”, 1 lb 3.1 oz

hunting horns and whistles since 1913. This old company has been supplying whistles to the militaries and policing
agencies of France, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, and others for many years, which should make them good
enough for us!
TWO-TONE DRESSAGE WHISTLE Beautiful double
whistle made of buffalo horn. One end is a straight whistle, the
other side a triller whistle with a cork pea. Complete with neck
cord. 3.5” ES82GM $18

B8HB

$69

KENTUCKY COW BELL
A favorite of ranchers and sports fans alike, this bell has a
deep tone which can be clearly heard from afar. Made of
steel and electrically welded to give a clean smooth surface,
this is one fine piece of American craftsmanship. It can be
painted in a variety of colors, and customized for your team
or group. 6.375” tall BTG10 $26

BOATSWAIN’S
WHISTLE
The pipe consists of a
narrow tube, which directs
air over a metal sphere
with a hole in the top.
The player opens and
closes the hand over
the hole to change
the pitch. Made of
nickel-plated
brass. 4.75”

ES27
$25

TRADITIONAL PRIZE FIGHTER’S BOXING
BELL This is the elegant brass version of the Boxing Bell
that worked for Muhammad Ali in many prize fights. It’s
worked for the NY Stock Exchange for decades, starting
and ending their days. Currently these bells are employed
in mines around the globe. This is a mechanically operated
warning device, so it doesn’t require any electricity, a firm
tug will do it. This trip gong is used as safety alarm equipment in apartment houses and commercial buildings, in the
event of a power failure. The gong itself, and the mechanical lever action are made of brass, the base is black powder
coated steel. Rings truly loud and true, and proudly made
by the oldest bell maker in the USA! 8”Ø x 9” x 8”, 5.5 lbs

ITALIAN REFEREE
SHRILL WHISTLE
Beautiful, nickel plated, solid
brass with cork pea. Complete
with lanyard. 1.75” x .5”

TU-TONE BOBBIE WHISTLE
The classic Bobbie unit, made of nickel
plated, solid brass. Pea-less, of course.
Complete with lanyard. 3” x .75”

ES1031 $23

ES134 $19

POLICE WHISTLE
Gorgeous, nickel plated, solid
brass with cork pea, attention
grabber. My all time favorite
noise maker. Comes complete
with lanyard. 2” x .75” x .625”

ES1062 $21

PATIO BELL WITH BRACKET
Call the kids for dinner, ring for another round, recognize great service,
add panache to the new deck—the
possibilities are endless with this classic
Brass Patio Bell. Highly polished and
lacquered, and easily mountable.
Can be mounted with a simple
bracket (shown here). 6”Ø

BTG11

$129

BTG08

$229
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TWO-PITCH FLAT
SHOOTER’S WHISTLE
Beautiful, nickel plated, solid brass,
flat hunter’s whistle, that allows you
two different tones, by merely
pushing down the little black button on the surface. Complete with
lanyard. 2” x .75” ES198 $19

SILENT DOG WHISTLE
You may adjust the pitch, variably,
from low to higher frequencies. You can barely hear any
of it, but damned if the mutts
don’t prick up their ears! Complete with instructions and lanyard.
4.25” long ES1962 $23

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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GASTROCK CANES This fine, old company was founded in 1868 by Johannes Gastrock, in Germany. It has been in
the family all these years, producing only walking sticks and canes. That’s six generations of the same family! They have
their own tree plantation, where they grow Ash, Maple, Hazelnut, Chestnut, Blackthorn, and Vistula. These woods are only
harvested in the winter, after they’ve reached their desired thickness. A lot of care and knowledge goes into this craft, and
these folks know what they’re doing! Their canes and sticks are among the finest made anywhere!

FANCY CHROME CHERRY

COUNTRY DERBY

CHESTNUT JAMBIS

Timelessly elegant cane with a highly
polished aluminum grip and flamed,
cherry-colored stained and satin-lacquered shaft made from local beech
wood. Has a rubber foot. 37” long

Very handsome and strong, rustic
looking cane with a beechwood
handle and a blackthorn shaft with a
brass ring and rubber foot. 37” long

Spectacular, crook handled, all chestnut cane, with beautifully hand decorated flame trim, and singly bored
pearl trimmed handle. A true “standout” piece! Has a rubber ferrule. 37”

GS13201

GS13256

$98

$129

GS1109

MASSEI CANE

BASIC SOFT BEECH

RELAX MAPLE CANE

Beautifully carved and decorated
Beech cane, with a carved Rubber
Tree grip. Flamed with matte varnish
finish. Has a black-chromed ring and
rubber foot. 37” GS1648 $119

A very comfortable and well thought
out walking cane made of beech
wood. Available in both RH & LH
versions. Have soft-covered acetate
handles, with brass ring and rubber
ferrule. 37” long
GS1671 Right Hand $89
GS16711 Left Hand $89

The most comfortable and well
thought out walking cane made.
Available in both RH & LH versions. No
Southpaw discrimination here! Note
the well-shaped Maple handle! The
shaft is made of Beech wood. With
brass ring and rubber ferrule. 37” long
GS1761 Right Hand $169
GS17611 Left Hand $169

BLACKTHORN COWHERD
CANE Exquisitely made of rare

ROUND CROOK CHESTNUT

ROUND CROOK CHESTNUT
ROOT Beautiful, flamed chestnut

$109

EXCLUSIVE CARBONERGONOMIC Our first hi-tech,
all carbon, adjustable cane! With a
highly polished surface with chrome
trim, this cane is adjustable from 31”
to 37.75”, and has a rubber foot. Has
the comfortable L-Derby handle.
weighs only .627 lbs

GS46450

$159

TRINKSTOCK Yup, that translates into “take a nip” cane! Fabulous
beech cane with crook handle, that
unscrews to reveal a 50ml glass with
cork stopper, and brass cups, so you
can warm your bones on those cold
days in the field, or wherever you
might need to refuel! 36.25” long

GS50351

Blackthorn, with the handle of root
stock, with leather halter strap and a
nickel-plated ferrule with spike.
Measures 38” to 41.5” long.

GS5095

Beautifully handmade from one piece
of wood. Flamed and matte varnished, with a rubber foot. 37” long

GS1104

$69

GS5070

$99

$129

$179

HURRICANE UMBRELLA
The biggest and baddest umbrella we’ve ever seen! Has a
huge opened canopy diameter of 50”, of tough, heavy, navy
nylon, to shield several at once. Has massive ribs, and even
more massive stretchers! My biggest joy, though, is that this
umbrella when collapsed is fully 40.5” tall, with a huge, 5” wide
and 4” deep crook, so no matter what, I have a comfortable walking
cane length, and the crook fits
comfortably over my arm wearing a
heavy Loden overcoat. Not for the
faint of heart, this brulla is 2.13 lbs.,
but it simply doesn’t get any better
than this! FIB2220 $219

TRIGGER STICK
You need this “Zielstock”
when you’re up in the mountains going after those sheep!
This terrific piece comes in
three sections, with sturdy (!)
aluminum screw joints, made
of Hazelnut with an Elkhorn
fork and leather hand strap.
Has a combination foot
and spike. 67” long

GS80491 $289

SEAT CANE
PRAKTUS SAFETY
Great new seat cane with
adjustable height! Has an
oak crook handle, leather
seat, and locking,
adjustable aluminum shaft,
with a heavy aluminum
mechanism. With a combination foot with spike. Will
hold a body weight up to
286 lbs. 40” long closed.
Weighs 2.64 lbs

GS50300S
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cane, made of one piece, with the
crook being from the tree’s root stock.
Has a nickel-plated ferrule. 37” long

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

$319

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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WOUND BALM Great for chopped

RAZOR STROPS Here are our new, all made by Herold in Solingen Germany,

and cracked skin, minor cuts, sunburn,
bruises, minor skin irritations, insect bites.
I cut my finger, put this balm on it and like
magic, over night, it was all better. Made
with: virgin olive oil, St John’s wort (only in
the Tattoo Balm), calendula, comfrey, bee’s
wax, vitamin E, and essential oils. All
organic. 3.5” x 1” tube BHWW $26.50

razor strops. Two strops and one “paddle”. Beautifully made of leather, and the
paddle of leather and wood. The wide one is one sided, the smaller—two sided.
The paddle with wooden handle has two sides also. These are as good as it gets,
as you can imagine, being handmade in Solingen!

WIDE STROP 3.125” x 22.5”

NARROW STROP 1.75” x 19”

HBE28009

HBE28001

$126

$76

PADDLE STROP 1.5” x 12”
HBE28008

GENTLEMAN’S HAIR BRUSH A classic shape for

$98

a man’s hair brush. Feels nice in your hand with a notch for
better holding. Made of oiled pear wood, with 10-rows of
soft, dark bristles. 4.33” long R701006 $47

BEARD BRUSH Now that hirsute style is back in
MINI
SHAVING
BRUSH
MEN’S HAIR BRUSH Made of waxed olive wood,

All natural bristles
with beech wood
handle. 1.75”

with eight-rows of wild, black boar bristles. 7” long

R641075 $8.50

$44.50

R721208

vogue, you may as well groom your face too. This
great three-row beard brush is made of oiled pear
wood with stiff boar bristles, to tame your
own bristles. 5.5” long

R701203

$27.50

Check Out More
Great DEALS online
www.deutscheoptik.com

SAPONE DURO DA BARBA
SHAVING SOAP WITH
STAINLESS BOWL Two of the
GENTLEMAN’S HANDSAWN HORN COMB

BUBALUS BUBALIS
MOUSTACHE COMB

BARBER’S BRUSH

Exquisite, genuine horn, hand-crafted
from start to finish, displaying wonderful colors. The tine spacing is the same
throughout. Chuck that old hardrubber Ace, and live a little. 6” x 1.25”

Yeah, after your shave, you may as
well comb out your ‘stache, and be
fit for society again. Hand-sawn from
horn, each is unique in shape. This is
a real beauty! 3.5” x 1”

Fabulous brush for your in-home
barber shop. Extra long light boar
bristles in untreated beech handle,
makes it easy for the barber to rid
your neck and shirt of those itchy hair
clippings. 5.25” tall.

R766625 $39.50

R766609 $19.50

R641012

same fine shaving soaps, contained in
a stainless steel bowl. Two 2.3oz cakes
of soap in a 3.5” Ø x 1.25” stainless
steel bowl. HBE17953 $49

SAPONE DURO DA BARBA
SHAVING SOAP This century
old formula has a wonderful aroma
and will make your heart laugh in the
morning when you prepare your shave.
Perfect for virtually all skin types. 2.3oz
of soap in 3”Ø tin. HBE17952 $17

$35.50

WALDMIN-SAAM, SOLINGEN GERMANY
These barber shears both have PVD-coatings on a titanium-aluminum nitride base,
making them extremely hard and sharp, for probably a lifetime’s use. This coating
also provides anti-allergic protection from the nickel contained in the steel.
Make’s you wish your barber used something as fine as these!

TITANIUM BARBER SHEARS
Just in time for you to rid your mates of their
Covid19 “lock-down locks.” These will last
you a lifetime of precise mop-chopping. 5.5” long

WA8417

$199.50

TITANIUM THINNING SHEARS
Who ever said “lock-downs” were boring!
After you’ve done the long hair, you’ll
want to use these fine thinning shears
to finish up the job. With a bit of practice you could turn pro… 5.5” long

WA8300
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$169.50

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

ERSEN SOLINGEN
STRAIGHT RAZOR
Hans Baier gets the entire Ersen production of these, the finest carbon
steel, hollow-ground, Solingen blades
made. These superior blades come
with plain plastic handles, because
why waste your money on handles!

These are well-balanced shaving
instruments, made of carbon steel,
not rust-free, so they need some care.
You need to oil them when you put
them away for a while. As with all
high quality straight razors, you
shouldn’t shave with the same blade
every day! Ergo the black and white,

to jog memory. Comes in a fitted box.
7.25” x 2.25” x .75”
HBE28971 (Ivory) $149
HBE28711 (Black) $149

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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TUSCANY LEATHER DUSCH KIT
Really nice Dusch Kits must be heading off to
extinction. Even Hans Baier struggles to get decent
ones. But this one is surely a winner! Made of gorgeous, supple, pebble-grained leather, with a full
water-repellant sewn in lining. Big brass zipper with
long pull on top, with another zippered compartment inside. Made in Italy. 9” x 5” x 6.5”, ~13 oz

HBE12054 $187

DITTMAR’S HUNGARIAN
MOUSTACHE WAX
Hungarians always insist on a little
perfume, so the “Orignal Ungarische
Bartwichse” although colorless, and
reliably holding moustache wax,
comes with Vanilla scent. Comes in a
16ml jar, made with the finest, nontoxic ingredients. HBE17975 $19

DR. DITTMAR’S BAVARIAN
MOUSTACHE WAX
This “Orignal Bayrische Bartwichse”
is the best, colorless, unscented, and
reliably holding moustache wax
made! Comes in a 20ml tube, made
with the finest, non-toxic ingredients.

HBE17976

$22

CELLA CLASSICA DAL 1899
The whole moniker reads: Crema Da
Barba All ‘Olio Di Mandorla.., simply
meaning, that this is an almond scented
shave crème. The un-bearded ones
around here love this stuff! The world
standard since 1899..! 5.2 fl oz

HBE17980

$23

TRAVEL NAIL BRUSH

DR. DITTMAR PFLEGE
TONIC Mostly herbal with vitamin

This little nail brush has an
upper row of inclined bristles
and is set in oiled oakwood, with
stiff tampico fibre bristles. Perfect
size for travel. 2.25” x 1.125”

85 panthenol. As it sez on the label:
After every Shave. No more burn, and
you don’t stink like a French ho. It has
only a very slight, yet pleasant medicinal smell. 100ml

HBE177977

PAIR OF TINY FUNNELS

When you knick
yourself, moisten a
corner of this alum
block, apply, and
the bleeding stops.
Made in France.

Amazingly handy spun aluminum
tool, to decant perfumes or the like
from one bottle to your atomizer...
1” x .625”Ø x .125”Ø

WORLD STANDARD
NAIL & HAND
BRUSH Made with
Thermowood, with a
triple row of bristles laid
out five-row hand scrubber
on bottom. 3.75” x 1.5”

R731295

$11

HBE17915 $18

SHAVING BRUSH STAND
RAZOR STAND Terrific little
stand to let your razor dry out after
use. Made of heavy formed and
chromed wire, 3.75” x 2” x 2”

HBE23122

$19.50

$49

BLOC D’ALUN

HBE6352

R622555

$16

HANS BAIER WET SAFETY
RAZOR All stainless steel, with

This stand will hold your shaving brush and razor. Made of
nickel-plated brass. 5” x 3.25” x 2.5”

HBE23132

$32

DELUXE HANS BAIER SHAVING BRUSH
Beautifully thick silverpoint badger hair shaving brush with a
wooden handle. Hand-made by one of the last artisans in the
business. 2” bristle length, overall 3.75”

HBE53772

$96

$34.50

SMALL & LARGE NAIL
CLIPPER Ergonomically
designed nail clipper, that’ll
work on pretty hard nails
too. Made of stainless steel
by Klaas in Solingen in Germany.
2.25” long & 3.25” long

K9210201 (small) $35.50
K9211201 (large) $55.50

twist-open and close head. Comes
with 10 Hans Baier Solingen blades.
Great shave! 4.5” x 1.75”

HBE29101

$49

DOUBLE EDGED RAZOR
BLADES Ten of Han Baier’s finest,
stainless steel, rust-free, ice-hardened,
with a teflon coating blades.

HBE29001

MANCHURIAN
BADGER - SILVER
POINT BRUSH
This is truly the
magnum-opus of
shaving brushes! The
finest we’ve ever
encountered. Made by
our friend Hans Baier in
Germany, it has our
usual 2” ivory plastic

$15

handle, with extra
long, somewhat stiffer,
2.5” silver point bristles. A true shaving
delight. Elsewhere this
fabulous shaving brush
would cost twice as
much! Comes in beautiful wooden box.

HBE54583

SPECIAL WHISKER SCISSORS

Nicely satin finished, blunt-tipped nose hair scissors. Also
good for tending to youngsters. Safety first… 3.5” x 1.5”

Interesting matté tempered, stainless scissors, with 1.875”
blades, and blunted points, so you may safely trim into
ears. 5.25” x 2” HBE13103 $29

WA4330R

$72.50

$169

SHAVING SOAP DISH
Been looking a long time to find one
of these soap dishes, made of glazed
ceramic, with a finger-hole and brush
rest. 6.25” x 3.5” x 2.75”, 13.5 oz

HBE17116 $59.50
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NOSE HAIR SCISSORS

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

AUTOMATIC TWEEZERS, EPILMATIC

BEARD BRUSH We’re pleased to offer the first

Terrific tool. Grasp between thumb and index finger and
squeeze the object of your irritation.., apply more pressure
(without having let go), and shazaaam, it plucks itself! The
tension is adjustable. 3.5” long WA650 $59.50

whisker brush with a sense of humor! Shaped like a moustache, made of oiled beech wood with stiff, natural boar
bristles. Small, fits your pocket, but really does the job.
3.25” long R701209 $25.50

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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WAR BIRDS (We have only 20 each) We found these spectacular and unusual die-cast models, in various scales,
and thought they should be of great interest since one rarely sees these. After seeing our airlift out of Kabul, the
transport giants are especially interesting.

Lockheed C130J
Super Hercules 1:200 scale
What more can one say
about this venerable
workhorse! Great
model of the
more recent
iteration.
7 ¾” wingspan
FS017A $79

Boeing C-17 Globemaster III 1:200 scale
Originally designed and built by McDonnell-Douglas in
the 1980’s, and when they merged with Boeing, building
them was continued. Huge and gorgeous. 10” wingspan
FS013A $89

1957 Ford Custom 300 Micro-Racer #1045
We unearthed these fabulous Ford Custom 300’s, which
have not been made for over 30 years! Rare indeed. The
only American prototype that Schuco made in the MicroRacer series. We have them in the three colors shown.
Complete with key, in individual boxes. 4 ½” long, 115g;
#1045S
(Black/Sliver)
$39.50
#1045BC (Blue/Créme)
$39.50
#1045G (Lt. Green/White) $39.50
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Fairchild A-10 Thunderbolt
(aka “Warthog”) 1:100 scale
My favorite aircraft! Love to
have a private version of
the “Warthawg”.
6 ½” wingspan
FS027A $69

Bell Boeing V-22
“Osprey” 1:72 scale
Everything you ever wanted
to know about this
bird is on the
carton!
8” wingspan
FS063A $115

Märklin Metall Constructor Series Once upon a
time, Märklin made a bunch of construction sets, under
the name “Metall.” More importantly, in addition they
made auto and truck and airplane kits, that were originally
all in parts, in a box, and you had to screw ‘em together.
Gorgeous, large models, that if you had one as a kid, you
were definitely “King of the Sandbox…” They were expensive, ergo, rare. They each had massive wind-up motors,
gears, and steering. Doors opened, even headlights! So here
are all of what we scrounged together for this holiday party.
All are brand-new and have been hoarded for years…
Mercedes Benz 300SL 13 ¼” long
M1092 $429.50

W

e are integrating this miniversion of our flagship
LILLIPUT catalog here
since the pandemic had shuttered the
Spielwaren Messe (toy fair) in Nürnberg,
three years running, and therefore we
couldn’t source enough of what you’d
expect from us to fill an entire catalog.
Hopefully it won’t be cancelled again this
February! We’ll just have to make due.
Thanks for your patience.

Georges Carette Steamship “Bavaria” ca. 1911
This beautiful antique Carette steamship has been gracing our
office for over 17 years, and it is time for it to find
a new home. Listed in the 1911 Carette catalogue
as a “Pleasure Steamer”, stating: “Our Models are of
the latest type and scale design”. With four funnels,
double deck and bridge. The killer is that this is a livesteam toy ship! Take off he superstructure and you’ll find the boiler
and engine. (I’m not sure I’d fire up the boiler after over 100 years…) Somewhere in its lifetime it was stripped of all the paint, (originally it was japanned),
the masts went missing, along with ensign, and a wire pin hinging the superstructure. But everything that makes the ship whole is accounted for. This is a
rare and very beautiful tin toy in excellent condition, from back when they
made real toys. You’ll love this ship! Measures from stem to stern 16 ½” long.
JB203 $1995

Lilliput Elektro-Marino Boats
Fabulous, funky toy boats are a variation on the original
Schuco “Elektro-Cabino 5511” series. All plastic, with an
electric motor. You need a set of penlite batteries, and
you’re all set. Fill the tub, set the rudder, and watch out!
They run just great. A little vaseline on the gears and shaft
(dry ‘em out after use) and they’ll run a long time.
Each is about 8 ½” long. Assorted Colors.
696 $15.50

1950’s Replica Indy Spindizzy Tether Race Car
Fabulous, highly polished, cast aluminum model of a 50’s
spindizzy. This is a non-functioning model. Doesn’t have a
motor, and doesn’t steer, although it rolls along very
smartly on its big rubber tires. You’ll love it, and so will
the grandkids. Pretty much indestructible too. Does have
exhaust pipe, steering wheel and brake lever, along with
red leather seat. This classically reproduced car measures
12 ¼” long 5 ¼” wide, 1 ¾ lbs PC010R $199.50

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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BEER CAN MODELS Crude and very funky, but very desirable models of some real classics. These are totally
Third-World. Fabricated out of metal scraps and hand-painted, in outdoor workshops. Incredibly interesting that these
find their way to our markets, and are even sanctioned and licensed by Volkswagen! We find them very interesting and
desirable, and think they fit into any collection.
BMW Isetta You guys have been buying the
tiny little Isettas we’ve had in our various
catalogs like crazy, so I decided to make a
statement with this really big model. Very cool,
too! Even the door opens in the front. Complete with sardine-can roof and luggage rack
with suitcase. 10” x 5 ¼” x 5 ½”
HN37267 $139.50

Volkswagen “Bulli” Micro Bus
This is the one everyone wants! (They bring
over $100K at auction, anymore). Has the
same lack of features as the rest of these
beer cans. Terrific model to park on your
shelf. Large, measuring 12 ½” x 4” x 4 ¾”
HN37522 $149.50

World War 1 U-Boot Interesting WW1
Reichsmarine submarine model. Certainly
not to scale, but cool anyway. Plenty of
detail and large enough to be readily seen.
Would look great on your shelf. Measures
(on stand) 15 ¾” x 6” x 2 ¼”
HN37623 $119.50

VW Beetle, Loaded to Go
This is what it looked like, back
in the day. Off for a ski holiday,
loaded to the gills with probably six people squashed int
the car. Great model! 13 ¼” x 5”
HN37022 $139.50

81701

Volkswagen Pritsche Classic VW pick-up truck from
the 1950’s, that doesn’t do much other than display handsomely. Yes it rolls, but no steering, opening doors or
whatever, yet very, very cool. Large: 12 ½” x 4” x 4 ¾”
HN37503 $139.50

1x

1x

4x

6x

512 x 402 mm
21” x 16”

Märklin “Z” Gauge Train Set 1:220 Scale The world’s smallest, operating, electric train. Incredibly and faithfully
detailed, almost beyond belief. This set is comprised of a tank locomotive and two freight cars, along with two straight
and 10 curved tracks, making an oval of 21” x 16”. The set is complete with a transformer. Train is about 6” long!
W81701 $369.50

BMW R50 with Side Hack One of the all-time great
motorcycles with side car. Here in the rare ivory color.
Crude as hell and totally terrific model. It even steers! We
have a couple of these actually running around here in
our valley. Great model.
Measures 11 ½” x 4 ½” x 7”.
HN37741 $149.50

Morgan Three-Wheeler Wowee, how often do you see
a model of a three-wheeled Mogie! Terrific, large model,
with that JAP V-twin hanging on the front. I wish that I
would fit into one of these, since Morgan is building 3Wheelers again, but am too damned tall. So, I have to satisfy myself with this great model. 13” x 4 ¾” x 6 ¾”
HN37827 $159.50

Triumph Speed Twin 1939 1:12 Scale
This fabulous and highly detailed, die-cast model of
the 1939 Speed Twin made by Minichamps, is the
latest in their series of vintage motorcycles, and a long
time in coming! This model is stunningly detailed,
made with hundreds of parts, and a “must” for lovers
of vintage bikes. All sold out at the factory, we were
able to score only a handful, so you’d better hurry on
this one. measures about 6¾” long, 19.6 oz
PMA3700 $299.00

VW Cabriolet I actually had a real one of these, in the
same color, back in the day! Drove it until the camshafts
were so worn down that you couldn’t set valve clearances.
Great car and great memories. 13 ¼” x 5”
HN37161 $129.50
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WORLD RENOWNED WEAPONS 1/3 Scale
We saw these weapons at the last trade show, and were
blown away by their incredible detail and quality, and figured we had to share them with you! These are all non-firing, but totally accurate models, all made of metal, that
you can easily assemble. (You’d have to know how in real
life anyway, to clean ‘em after fierce use). Instead of my
blathering on about these weapons, here they are, and rest
assured you’ll be as blown away and pleased with your
purchase as I was. Have fun.

1911 1/3 Scale Everybody is familiar with this venerable and famous piece! Famous Colt .45, that has been
around forever, copied by many, loved by all. This is a
non-firing, 1/3 scale, all metal model of the 1911. Other
than firing, this does it all. Comes complete with a magazine and brass bullets you load. You can move the slide
back, engage the slide lock, which may be released. To operate the trigger, the beavertail lock must be pressed in,
and the trigger can be squeezed to release the hammer,
just like the real thing. measures 3 ½” x 2 ½”
RW1911 $45

AR-15 1/3 Scale Featuring: adjustable sight and stock;
suppressor, flash hider, functioning trigger, brass rounds,
magazine, stand mount, display base and screwdriver.
about 9” long RW15 $45

AK-47 1/3 Scale Featuring: hand-guard, bolt & charging handle, simulated wooden stock, flash suppressor,
functioning trigger, cleaning rod, brass rounds, magazine,
display base and screwdriver. about 10” long
RW47 $45

TSMG M1A1 “Classic” 1/3 Scale
Used at large in WWII and later by criminals! Featuring:
die cast metal w/acrylic stock, functional bolt, metal magazine, three dummy rounds, trigger squeezes in, display
stand. 10” long GGTS $45

M16A1 “Fugazi” 1/3 Scale The predominant rifle
used in Vietnam, from 1964 on. Featuring: muzzle,
charging handle pulls back, ejection port opens/closes,
metal mag w/release feature, 3 dummy rounds, trigger
squeezes, select fire switch adjusts, display stand. 11 ½”
GGM16
$45

SVD (Snayperskaya Vinyovka Dragunov)
1/2.5 Scale Fabulous model, that takes a bit longer
to assemble. Featuring: die cast black metal with wood
grain metal stock & guards. View
through scope, metal magazine, three
dummy rounds, bolt functions, display
stand. about12” long GGSV $45
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.50 CAL 1/3 Scale Big mean one! Featuring: removable
scope, flip-up iron sights, functioning trigger, bipod, brass
rounds, magazine, screwdriver. about 13 ½”
RW50 $45

Sniper Rifle .338 Lapua 1/3 Scale Featuring: removable scope, bolt, functioning trigger, recoil pad, bipod,
brass rounds, magazine, screwdriver. about 11” long
RWAWM $45

Bullpup “Pumped” 1/3 Scale
Featuring: die cast metal, bolt functions, metal magazine w/mag release,
three dummy rounds, trigger squeezes,
flat black, comes with display stand.
11” long GGBP $45

Sig Sauer MCX “Rattler” 1/3 Scale Featuring: die
cast metal, three dummy rounds, mini suppressor, adjustable sight on Picatinny rails, charging handle pulls
back, ejection port opens/closes, metal mag with functioning release, loads and ejects dummy rounds, rubber end
on stock, display stand. 11” long
GGSS $69

Gatling Gun Model Terrific small, scale model of the
Gatling gun. All metal, with revolving barrels, mounted
on a tripod, and has a foldable handle. The magazine is
removable. Comes in a box and you’ll have to do a bit of
assembly. 6.75” long, 4” tall, 9 oz
RW801 $32

Mortar Launcher Wow, this model actually shoots
plastic mortars 3 feet! Made of all metal, comes with 5
plastic mortars and a target. You load one mortar at a
time to shoot. Comes in a box with instructions.
4.5” long, 3.75” tall, weighs 3.7 oz
RW701 $17

Order Toll Free: 1-800-TIN-TOYS (846-8697)
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ANTIQUE POCKET WATCH INSTRUCTIONS
If you aren’t familiar how pocket watches are wound and set, please don’t
force the issue! Don’t pull, yank, or otherwise brutalize these rare pieces:
They are miniature, analogue machines with delicate guts! If you purchase a “lever-set” watch, please read the instructions on page 60! On the
“stem-wind & set” watches, you wind as normal, and set the time by
gently pulling up on the crown and turn to correct the time. If you still
have problems, call Hugo here at (775) 463-1582, and he will try to help.

GRUEN, ca 1905 A very scarce model
E. HOWARD, ca. 1913 Very rare rail-

ELGIN, ca 1904 12 size, 17-jewel

road grade, 12 size, 19 jewels, adjusted
five positions with Howard regulator,
stem set and wind, Arabic numerals,
gold-filled case with large monogram
engraving verso. 2”Ø MR232 $859

movement adjusted for positions, this is a
Model 3, Arabic numerals w/ sub-second
dial, stem set, unusual rectangular goldfilled case with pretty ornamentation.
Small but exquisite piece. 1.875”Ø
MR209 $749

16 size, railroad grade, Arabic numerals,
sub-second dial, stem set, adjusted for
positions, beautiful damaskeened 21-jewel
movement with "Madretch" marking,
gold-filled case with engraved back. Gruen
didn't make a lot of pocket watches and
very few nicer than this! 2”Ø
MR202 $979

Stem-Wind
Watches

WALTHAM, ca. 1909 18 size,

ELGIN, ca 1918 18 size, Arabic

als, sub-second dial, stem set, 15-jewel,
steel case w/ plain back, very clean and
handsome. 2.125”Ø
MR200 $649

15 jewel, gold-filled case, stem wind
and set, movement includes precision
regulator with index, Arabic indications.
2.125”Ø MR226 $690

numerals, sub-second dial, stem set,
15-jewel, gold-filled case, plain back, very
clean and dressy. 2.125”Ø
MR201 $659

Fabulous 14 size, 11 jewels, key wind and set,
gold hands, sterling silver case with horse
engraved back, includes chain and key, heavily
ornamented porcelain dial with both Arabic
and Roman numerals done in the manner of
the Canadian railway system, an unusual
watch. 1.75”Ø MR225 $849

BURLINGTON (Made by Illinois)
ca 1910 (Right) 16 size, railroad grade,
Arabic numerals, sub-second dial, stem set,
21-jewel, adjusted for three positions, gold
filled case (unpolished) with chain and
engraved back, engraving is a bit blemished,
but a spectacular piece. 2”Ø
MR205 $789
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has an Art Deco decorated and engraved
lunette, with black roman indications on
a white porcelain dial (with a few cracks)
and blued hands. 8-day, 7 jewel movement. Has the winding stem pointing
down. In gorgeous cosmetic shape.
Keeps perfect time. 2.75” x .875”, with
winding stem 5” MR166 $939

ELGIN, ca. 1882 Model 4 Sidewinder

ELGIN, ca 1894

stem set,18 size, 15 jewel, Roman numeral
dial, gilded case with plain back, note the
hairline crack in porcelain dial (goes with
the territory but not significant). 2.25”Ø
MR223 $599

Fabulous 6 size, Model 2 "sidewinder"
model (3 o'clock directly below stem typically designed for a hunter case but
sometimes used elsewhere), stem set,
Roman numeral dial with sub-second,
unusually thick gold-filled case with plain
back. Very unique. 1.75”Ø
MR208 $729

Stem-Wind
Watches

ELGIN, ca 1914 18 size, Arabic numer-

SYSTEME BREVETE (French) (Left)

WALTHAM DASHBOARD CLOCK,
ca.1925 Made by Waltham, this clock

ELGIN, ca 1905 16 size, Arabic numer-

ELGIN A gorgeous and old Model B

ELGIN, ca. 1880 Pretty 18 size, 7 jewel,

als with sub-second dial, stem set, threefinger movement marked "G.M.
Wheeler", 17-jewels adjusted, gold-filled
double-back case w/ engraved back, a
real beauty. 2”Ø MR207 $979

railroad grade, 16 size, 17 jewels, adjusted for positions, stem set and wind, æ
plate movement, fancy porcelain dial,
gold-filled case. 2”Ø MR233 $849

stem wind and set, Roman numeral dial,
silveroid case in great shape. 2.25”Ø
MR222 $590

CLASSIC VERGE FUSEE PAIRED
CASE POCKET WATCH, ca.1815
Stunning antique! This silver watch runs
relentlessly well. The dial is a masterpiece of
engraving, has the minutes in Arabic on the
outer and hours in Roman indications on the
silver dial. Very ornate hands. The paired case has
a magnificent biblical fishing scene. The entire unit
comes with a foldable bedside stand, along with two
keys. (One is a 6 Kreuzer Coin with Maximillian III of
Bavaria, key). The most stunning pocket watch we’ve
ever offered! The stand is 2.5”Ø; the watch is
1.875”Ø x 1” thick, the whole unit weighs 5.6 oz
PW28 $1299

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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Lever Set
Watches

WALTHAM, ca. 1904 Stunning model 1879, 18 size,

WALTHAM, ca 1898 18 size, "Bartlett" model, 17-jewel

17 jewels, stem wind, lever set, gold-filled hunter case. 2.25”Ø
MR224 $649

adjusted for position, lever set, Roman numerals w/ sub-second
double-sunk dial, nicely ornamented gold-filled hunter case,
model 1883 but this one made 1898. Beautiful. 2.25”Ø
MR206 $839

Lever Set
Watches

BURLINGTON (ILLINOIS) POCKET
WATCH, ca.1899 Railroad grade,
16 size, 21 jewel movement, lever set,
adjusted for six positions. Gorgeous decoratively engraved back. Has a clean
movement, in excellent working order.
2”Ø x .5” MR237 $899

AMERICAN (WALTHAM)
WATCH COMPANY, ca. 1887
Stunning sidewinder, 18 size, 13 jewels,
stem wind, lever set, swing out case,
gilded full plate movement (i.e., an early
model) Rare and hugely desirable. 2.25”Ø
MR229 $859

WALTHAM, ca. 1919 Riverside

WALTHAM, ca. 1902

WALTHAM, ca 1903

model, railroad grade, 16 size, 19 jewels,
lever set, stem wind, movement includes
raised gold jewel settings, swing out
case, “blind man” Arabic numerals on
dial (i.e., plain dial with large numerals
and thick hands makes it very easy to
read). 2.125”Ø MR227 $890

Fabulous and rare Crescent Street model,
railroad grade, 18 size, 21 jewel, adjusted
five positions, lever set, stem wind,
diamond end stones, raised gold jewel
settings, double sunk dial, with train
engraving on back. 2.25”Ø
MR230 $1150

18 size, steel case with swing-out movement, lever set, Arabic numerals, subsecond double-sunk dial, 17-jewel
movement with damaskene plates, this is
Model 1879 but made 1903, very clean
and stunning. 2.25”Ø
MR203 $699

IMPORTANT -

PLEASE READ BEFORE USING LEVER SET WATCHES
Unlike lesser pocket watches, yours cannot be set by pulling out
the winding crown. Instead, follow these instructions carefully.

WALTHAM Another old and rare
piece. 18 size, 21 jewels, railroad grade,
adjusted, lever set, stem wind, gold-filled
case, with Canadian railroad dial. 2.25”Ø
MR231 $1249
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• This watch is a "lever set" model, preferred by railroad users to
prevent an accidental mis-set. Begin by carefully twisting the watch
crystal counter-clockwise with thumb and forefinger until it can be
removed and set aside.
• Now that the dial is exposed, look for a very small slot above either
the 10 o'clock or 2 o'clock position. There is a tiny lever in there
that must be carefully pulled away from the dial with your fingernail. It will only move about 1/8" or less. Once pulled away from
the dial, you can set the time by turning the winding crown.
Always set the hands forward in a clockwise manner. With the time
properly set, gently press the lever back until it's snug against the
dial and re-attach the crystal. Now you can wind your watch with
the crown in the usual manner.

To Order Online www.DeutscheOptik.com

ELGIN, ca 1910 18 size, railroad

MCMILLAN (VANCOUVER)

grade, gold filled case w/ plain back, lever
set, beautiful BW Raymond jeweled barrel
movement, 19 jewels in raised gold settings, adjusted five positions, damaskene
plates, lever set, Arabic numerals, subsecond dial, gorgeous watch. 2.125”Ø
MR204 $999

Stunning gold-filled 16 size, 21 jewels
movement adjusted to five positions, lever
set. Seconds indication at 6 o’clock. Has a
knurled belt, with beautiful swallows-inflight engraving on back. 2.25” Ø x .5”
MR195 $789

COMIX Set of 3 Lil’ Abner Comix
Dating back to the early 1940’s. Funny
how sexist and politically incorrect much
of this stuff is, on today’s terms. We sell
‘em in random sets of 3. Each is in a clear
plastic covered, cardboard reinforced
folio. All are genuine. No disappointments here! MR54 (Set of 3) $49

U.S.N. TYPE A TELECHRON
BULKHEAD CLOCK, 1935
This magnificent, large, U.S. Navy
electric plug-in clock was made by the
company that perfected plug-in’s.
Uses 110V 60hz juice out of your
wall plug and it’ll keep great time.
Has a 10” dial with black face with
Arabic indications, with a separate
seconds indication at 6 o’clock.
Serial B979, made 11-1935. This is
a monster, and given the rarity of
these clocks, it’ll make you proud to have
it mounted to your bulkhead. Very cool,
one of my all-time favorites. 10.25”Ø x
11.5” x 6.25”, weighs 19.65 lbs.
MR192 $1989

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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RARE & COLLECTIBLE BAYONETS We came upon this collection of rare bayonets from an old and wizened

OPIUM PIPE

veteran, and just couldn’t resist scoring them. They’re all rare and extremely hard to find, and will make your collection of
militaria more complete.

The rarity of these types
of pipes are astounding.
Made of solid brass, with
engraving. Not being an
Orientalist, I cannot tell you
whether they’re Chinese or from
elsewhere in the Orient, but we
do believe them to be about
100+ years old. ~10” tall,
with cannister ~ 28 oz
HN795 $396

SPANISH M-1916 CETME
For NATO 7.62, has an unusual bolo
blade with Toledo coat of arms & scabbard. 13.75” long MR214 $216

ITALIAN COMBAT KNIFE M-1939
This is another very rare piece! Comes
with scabbard. 13.5” long
MR220 $399

ORIGINAL PLANTER MACHINE SCROLL POSTER from Germany
Fabulous vintage scroll poster dating back to the 40’s and 50’s. In excellent
condition and beautifully done on paper over linen. HN1502 $389 SALE! $199

FRENCH ARMY WW1

SPANISH M-1913

This bayonet with four-sided wound designed to inhibit
suturing, with markings and scabbard. 16.25” long
MR211 $289

This bayonet has markings and scabbard.
21” long MR217 $189

BRITISH ARMY WWII
This bayonet has a date stamp, is well
marked, w/ scabbard. 17.25” long
MR212 $239

SPANISH M-1941
For Mauser, with scabbard and markings.
15.5” long
MR210 $189

FRENCH ARMY ca 1879
Dating back to the Franco-Prussian war,
with markings and scabbard. 26” long
MR216 $399

CZECH MAUSER YZ-24 (we have 2 ea.)
This bayonet has an unusual reversed blade, serial number indicates these were
made in Brno and ordered by Wehrmacht for use by Romanian troops at the
Russian front with scabbard and markings. 17.5” long
MR213 $289

CONFEDERATE ZOUAVE BAYONET, Civil War
SWISS ARMY ca 1930
(we have 2 ea.) Original and very rare Swiss army
"sawtooth" bayonet, with marks and scabbard. This
bayonet is nothing less than brutal! (Who would have
thought this of the Swiss.) 25” long
MR215 $489
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Our most rare, original Civil War bayonet used by Confederate Zouave troops.
Following the outbreak of the U.S. Civil War, several units from both Union and
Confederate sides adopted the name, appearance, and style of the Zouaves. The
Union Army’s Zouave regiments numbered over seventy, while the Confederates
had about twenty-five Zouave companies throughout the conflict. The first and
last fatality of the American Civil War was a Zouave. This is a beautiful piece, in
great condition and rare. Complete with scabbard. 25” long
MR221 $499

To Order Call 1-800-225-9407
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A fabulous and unusually large ships clock! Has an 8" dial,
this one is ca. WWI with a solid bronze case, Arabic indications, sub-second dial, 8-day wind, and fast/slow adjustment. What is particularly unusual is the Elgin
National Watch Company plaque above the hand
junction, insofar as Elgin never made ship’s clocks.
This was likely mounted in an Elgin boardroom or
factory. Great running order with key. Dimensions
are 10"Ø x 3", weighs a massive 10 lb 5 oz.
MR234 $2999
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Please note: Luddites, Inc.
will appear on your credit card
statements, the umbrella for
The Best Brushes,
INC.
Lilliput Motor Company
& Deutsche Optik titles. A RETAIL MAIL-ORDER COMPANY

Luddites

E-mail:

____________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Ship To:

(If Different than the Address Above)

Name: ____________________________________________________________
Mail Address: ______________________________________________________
City: ______________________________ State: ________ Zip: ____________
Phone No.: ( _______ )

____________________________________________

ITEM
PRICE
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Merchandise Total

S&H

Up to
$26.00 —
$56.00 —
$76.00 —
$151.00 —
$201.00 —
$301.00 —
$401.00 —
$551.00 &

$7.35
$10.59
$13.83
$17.15
$20.39
$23.47
$26.55
$29.79
$32.11

$25.99
$55.99
$75.99
$150.99
$200.99
$300.99
$400.99
$550.99
Over

M

Phone No.: ( _______ )

DESCRIPTION

Standard delivery and insurance charges in
USA & Possessions:*

and author for more than 60
years, died in 2013 at age 84. He
published catalogs of antique arms
and militaria, and loaned artifacts for
exhibits and consulted museums. Norm
wrote forewords for 41 books. His own
works include: “Scrimshaw and
Scrimshanders: Whales and Whalemen”,
“The Bowie Knife: Unsheathing an American
Legend” and “Flayderman’s Guide to Antique
American Firearms and Their Values”.
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____

____

City: ______________________________ State: ________ Zip: ____________

ITEM
NUMBER

*Norm Flayderman, collector

____

Mail Address: ______________________________________________________

Since our Voice Mail is always on,
leave your order, comments or questions and
we’ll call back at your request.

This is a spectacular, massive, and large and
very rare ship’s clock, with a stunning 8" dial
and bronze case. This one is from the late
1970’s and comes from the estate of the
prominent collector and author, Norm
Flayderman.* It features large Arabic
indications, twin winding ports (for
time and bells), fast/slow adjustment, and original Chelsea key.
In perfect original condition and
keeps great time. This would the
cornerstone of any serious collection. Outer dimensions are
10"Ø x 4" deep, 16 lb.
MR235 $4999

____

____

You may speak with real people here
between 8:00AM to 6:00PM Mon. - Fri.,
8:00AM to 2:00PM Sat , PST.
We are closed Sundays and Holidays.
Send Orders to:
321 South Main Street
Yerington, NV 89447-2545
Order by Fax 24-Hours: 775-463-5581

CHELSEA SHIP'S BELL CLOCK, ca 1970’s

____

____

Call Today Toll Free: 800-225-9407 or order
online at www.deutscheoptik.com

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Beautiful and old ship’s clock. This clocks dates back to
the 1920’s, with a brass case that opens to the right for
winding and setting time. Silver dial with Roman indications, with a seconds indication dial below 12 o’clock
and fast-slow adjustment above. Keeps great time and
would grace your office handsomely. 7” Ø x 3”, 4 lbs 2 oz
MR160 $1150

____

Customer #

Name: ____________________________________________________________

SETH THOMAS SHIP'S CLOCK, ca 1916

BRASS SETH THOMAS SHIP’S CLOCK

Source Code

**Denotes additional oversized
delivery charges. Call for a quote.

***FASTER DELIVERY SUR-CHARGES As much as we want to make
v
things simple, it has become impossible in today’s world. So, if you want
Expedited (3 biz days), Express (2 day) or Overnite or Saturday (where
avail.) service, you must call us to get a quote on the additional freight
charges, which are added to the standard S+H charges listed in the table
to your left. Please bear in mind that certain oversize and overweight
items must go via a surface Trucking-line — and there it helps you
price-wise if you can have it sent to a commercial address, preferably with a loading dock! (Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii, and other outlying U.S. Possessions may get very expensive—so make sure you talk with
us, ﬁrst, before ordering…)

TOTAL
PRICE

Subtotal
Add 7.9%
Sales Tax for NV

Standard
S&H*

v

Quoted Add’l
Delivery Charges***
Quoted Add.’l
Delivery Charge**

Foreign Orders: (Outside USA & Possessions) Avoid delays. Let us calculate
Foreign
the fastest, safest, cheapest shipping, and charge your card for the amount. Delivery Charges
Signature: ____________________________________________________

TOTAL †
*Some items have additional oversize delivery charges. Please call, we’ll happily give you an up-to-date quote. (U.S.Funds only)

*Shipping & Insurance charges (Non-Refundable) apply separately for EACH Shipping Address. NO CODS.

Payment Method:

Check or Money Order*
MasterCard
Visa
*Shipments held ‘til checks are cleared — 15 days.

Amex

Discover

Your Credit Card Statement will Read: LUDDITES, INC.
Credit Card Number:______________________________________________________ Expiration Date __________________
Signature: ______________________________________________________________ Telephone ( ______ ) ______________
When paying by credit card, please use EXACT name and address as appears on your credit card billing.

† All orders $200 or more are shipped requiring a signature upon delivery. If you
would like to waive this requirement and assume responsibility in case of package
theft or other mishaps, please check the box here.
FAST & EASY SHIPPING: All items shipped Standard Delivery (FedEx, USPS) to 48 contiguous U.S. states for as little as $7.35.
Faster shipping possible, see chart. If you live in a non-contiguous U.S. state or territory—in Alaska, Hawaii,
American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, or the U.S. Virgin Islands—additional fees
or shipping restrictions may apply. For over-sized items, please ask for rates. Monster items are shipped by truck, and can get
expensive, so make sure to ask! If your order is damaged in shipment, keep the outer package and please call us ASAP. Where ever
you see this symbol

it denotes additional oversized delivery charges.

RETURNS & EXCHANGES: Not what you had in mind? The wife steaming because you already have 23 other wristwatches? We
can’t understand that reasoning, but we’ll be happy to take it back anyway. We will not accept returns on USED personal
care items such as brushes, scissors, razors, etc. due to COVID-19. All SALE! items are final. NO RETURNS.
All items include a 10-DAY* money-back guarantee. Call to get a return authorization. Items returned must be in
their original, unused condition and shipped PREPAID. No C.O.D.s. Shipping & Insurance Charges are NOT refundable.
*except where otherwise noted (as in watches & antiques which are a 5-day return policy).
FOR GENERAL INFO. CALL US AT 1-775-463-5181
Prices subject to change without notice due to currency fluctuations. Please Note: Descriptions, weights and
measures are accurate to the best of knowledge —sometimes errors are made.
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GS65105

$79

www.deutscheoptik.com SCAN & SHOP

1-800-225-9407

321 S. Main Street
Yerington, NV 89447

junkies… To that end, we looked around for a decent, portable espresso cooker to take on our
tours. Whoopee, we found just the right thing! All stainless steel, with a double-walled cup, all
contained in a foam-lined travel case. It packs small and brews fast! Any stovetop will do. If you
have heat, you have caffeine! 10 ﬂ. oz, travel dimensions 6.5” x 4.5” 8.75, 22.4 oz

MINI ESPRESSO 4 CUP SET We may as well admit that we’re all a bunch of caffeine

Customer Number

Source Code

GS79487 $65

you want to be a purist and grind
your beans, fresh, each time you
make your espresso, so we offer up
this fabulous little coffee grinder to
make the espresso exactly to your
specs. Has conical ceramic spurs
that won’t wear out, compact
handle storage and whole bean
graduation marks. Totally cool.
2.5” x 5.75”, weighs 7.35 oz

JAVA GRIND And of course
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Exquisite Espresso For Your Expedition

